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Background 

The Seattle Police Department (SPD) provides police staffing at many 
types of special events held in Seattle, including parades, protests, 
marathons and other athletic events, professional sports games, 
concerts, community festivals, and dignitary visits. In 2016, SPD spent 
150,748 hours and $10.3 million in wages staffing 724 special events 
with sworn and non-sworn personnel.  

SPD Special Event Wages and Number of Special Events, 2010-2016 

 
Source: Office of City Auditor analysis of SPD payroll data, in which most events were 
coded with a unique ID. In some cases, multiple events were coded with the same ID. 

Event organizers can obtain police staffing in different ways, and some 
organizers are charged for a portion of the costs the City incurs when 
providing police staffing at events. For example, events held in parks, 
City-owned properties, or other public places that meet certain criteria 
require a City special event permit. Permitted events that are 
categorized as Free Speech, Mixed Free Speech, or Community are not 
charged for police staffing, but Commercial, Athletic, and Citywide 
events are charged a police services fee. For other types of events, SPD 
provides police staffing through a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) or a contract with the event organizer (i.e., reimbursable 
events). 

This audit assessed SPD’s processes for staffing special events. We 
also reviewed elements of the new special event permit process 
implemented in 2016 in accordance with Ordinance 124860. This 
process is administered by the Special Event Office (SEO), which is 
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WHY WE DID THIS AUDIT 

Ordinance 124860, passed by 
the Seattle City Council in 
September 2015, directed our 
office to review SPD’s staffing 
of permitted events.  

HOW WE DID THIS AUDIT 

• Observed the Special Events 
Office (SEO) permit 
processing and SPD’s event 
staffing functions;  

• Analyzed SPD payroll and 
SEO permit data;  

• Analyzed Seattle’s cost 
recovery rates for police 
staffing of special events;  

• Tested SPD and SEO special 
event staffing and permit 
documentation;  

• Researched event police 
staffing best practices and 
guidance; 

• Surveyed four cities about 
their practices for staffing 
special events; 

• Attended five special events 
in Seattle; 

• Interviewed SPD and SEO 
leaders, and other City 
officials; and 

• Reviewed SPD’s and SEO’s 
policies and procedures, 
reports, and other 
documents related to SPD 
staffing and cost recovery 
for special events. 
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managed by the Office of Film + Music (OFM) in the Office of Economic Development (OED). Further, we 
examined the City’s cost recovery rates for different types of special events, including reimbursable 
events. We covered these reimbursable events in our audit because they are a significant component of 
SPD’s total special event workload, and we wanted to ensure our analysis of SPD hours and wages 
included all special events work and not only that for permitted events. The audit scope did not include 
evaluating the policing strategies or tactics SPD employs at special events. 

 

What We Found 

We organized the issues we identified into three categories:  

• Police Fees and Cost Recovery – The City has six methods for calculating SPD police fees at 
special events, and they recover varying levels of SPD’s costs. Some of the methods do not recover 
all wages for officers working at special events, and none recover all benefit costs and other 
expenses that the City incurs when officers work at events. Further, the 2015 revised Seattle 
Municipal Code (SMC) for permitted special events defines Community and Mixed Free Speech 
event categories such that some events with significant commercial activity receive police services 
at no charge. The SMC does not provide a schedule or criteria for cost recovery related to Citywide 
events (e.g., Torchlight Parade).   
 

• SPD Event Planning and Staffing – SPD generally follows federal best practice guidance for 
determining event staffing levels. However, SPD should continue its efforts to improve oversight 
of event staffing decisions and its policies and procedures related to special events (e.g., 
documentation of when plans require independent review, how after action information should be 
documented). We identified inefficiencies in SPD’s processes due to a lack of automated 
scheduling tools, and we found that SPD does not regularly track event staffing and cost data by 
event and event type. Further, at many special events, SPD sworn personnel perform work that is 
primarily traffic-directing. Some of this work could possibly be performed by less expensive non-
sworn personnel. In 2016, this work totaled about $3.2 million in sworn personnel wages. 
 

• Special Events Administrative Functions – The controls over many special event police services 
administrative functions need improvement. There are inefficiencies with SEO’s permit application 
processing due to a lack of system tools. Controls need to be documented to ensure sufficient 
segregation of duties for billing and payment processing functions, and there is a lack of incentives 
for timely payment of the City’s special event fees. Reimbursable event billing is not reconciled to 
actual hours worked by SPD personnel to help ensure that that all hours are properly billed to 
event organizers, and event-level reporting is not regularly produced and provided to City decision 
makers. There are also issues with SPD not coding all special event time to the event activity code, 
entry of event time into SPD’s payroll system, and a lack of reporting about SPD’s event costs and 
the fees charged to event organizers.  

  



Recommendations  

Our report includes 19 recommendations to improve controls over special events cost recovery, police 
staffing, and administrative functions. The following is a summary of our recommendations by general 
category:  

1. Police Fees and Cost Recovery – SPD should update its MOU and event billing processes to 
include accurate direct cost information and bill for all costs allowable under its contracts with 
event organizers. Further, given that Ordinance 124860 has been in effect for over a year, the City 
Council and SEO could consider assessing the results of current permit fee policies to determine if 
they are aligned with the City’s intentions. Given the level of commercial activity at some 
Community and Mixed Free Speech events (which are not charged for police services), the City 
should review and consider updating the definitions of these types of events in SMC 15.52. In 
addition, the City should consider establishing criteria and a schedule for setting police service fees 
for Citywide permitted events.  
 

2. SPD Event Planning and Staffing – SPD needs to establish written policies and procedures 
covering special event planning, implement improved controls over plan reviews and planning 
documentation, such as after action reports, and begin regular tracking of event staffing and cost 
trends. SPD should pursue technology solutions to automate some event staffing and planning 
functions. In addition, the City Council and the Mayor should evaluate the traffic-centric special 
events work SPD sworn officers perform and consider using non-sworn personnel for some of it. 
The latter would require a change to SMC 11.50.380 addressing the authority to override traffic 
signals. 
 

3. Special Event Administrative Functions – SEO should update its procedures and ensure controls 
are adequate over permit fee invoicing, customer account maintenance, and payment handling to 
ensure proper segregation of duties. SEO should implement a reconciliation process to ensure 
customers are refunded or billed for actual police hours worked, and it should improve controls 
over delinquent accounts. SEO should pursue a technology solution to improve permit 
administration controls and efficiencies.  SPD should reconcile reimbursable event invoices to 
actual hours worked and should improve controls over event numbering and tracking, time-
coding, and recordkeeping. Event-level reporting that shows SPD expenses and revenues should 
be produced regularly and distributed to key special events decision makers in SPD, SEO and 
Seattle Center so they are better informed about the costs of event plans.  

 

SPD’s and OED’s Formal Responses to the Audit  

In their formal, written responses to our report (see Appendix F and G), 1) SPD stated that they generally 
concurred with the report findings, and 2) OED stated they disagreed with some of our findings. We 
address OED’s responses to our findings in Appendix G.
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 INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Audit Overview We conducted a performance audit of special events police staffing and 
cost recovery. The audit primarily involved the policies, procedures, 
and practices of two City of Seattle (City) entities: the Seattle Police 
Department (SPD) and the Office of Economic Development’s (OED) 
Special Events Office (SEO). The audit scope did not include evaluating 
the policing strategies or tactics SPD employs at special events. 

The areas included within the scope of our audit were: 

Police Fees and Cost Recovery – fees charged for police services for 
different types of special events and the amount of SPD’s costs 
recovered by these fees; 

SPD Event Planning and Staffing – SPD processes related to planning 
event police staffing, including determining and evaluating staffing 
levels; and 

Special Events Administrative Functions – SPD payroll and 
accounting functions, SPD and SEO event tracking, SPD event 
reporting, SEO permit application and review, SEO permit processing, 
and SPD and SEO billing and payment handling for police services fees. 

 

Background – Ordinance 
124860 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The City Council passed Ordinance 124860 on September 29, 2015, 
which revised Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) Chapter 15.52, and covers 
the special events permit process, fees, and rules. Before the 
ordinance’s passage, the City’s model for calculating special event 
permit fees was based primarily on the number of attendees at an event 
and the type of event (e.g., sports or non-sports and whether the event 
charged participants an entry fee) rather than the amount of City 
resources spent supporting the event. Ordinance 124860 revised the 
City’s special event fee structure to better reflect the type and quantity 
of services received. 

SMC 15.52 related to permitted special events was enacted in 1991. 
From 1991 to 2011, the special events permit coordination process was 
managed by the Department of Parks and Recreation. In 2012, the City 
Council moved this function to the Office of Economic Development to 
model it after the Office of Film + Music’s (OFM) Master Film Permit 
coordination process, and to lead policy work in reviewing and updating 
the City’s special event ordinance. Since 2012, all special event permit 
coordination and Special Event Committee chairmanship and 
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management have been staffed by OFM staff, which is embedded 
within OED, hereinafter called the Special Events Office (SEO). 

During the ordinance’s development, SEO researched peer city special 
events policies and worked with the City Budget Office (CBO) and 
several City departments to analyze the City’s costs associated with 
special events. CBO staff reported to us that, although several 
departments incur costs related to special events, the largest 
component of the City’s total cost is the expense of SPD personnel (i.e., 
sworn and non-sworn) providing police services at special events. They 
estimated that SPD’s personnel costs are about 80% to 90% of the 
City’s total special events costs. 

In response to the research on costs, a separate SPD fee was added to 
the ordinance for some types of events that is based on an estimate of 
the hours SPD personnel will work at an event. Events categorized as 
Athletic and Commercial pay a fee that is calculated by multiplying the 
total number of hours by the hourly rate of $67 per officer. The 
ordinance also created a Citywide event category, for which police fees 
are negotiated, and categories for Community, Parade, Free Speech, 
and Mixed-Free Speech events, which are not charged the SPD fee.   

Further, the ordinance required the City Auditor’s Office to conduct an 
audit of SPD’s process for staffing of special events, and to review the 
planning, authorization, staffing levels, attendance, and payment of the 
officers for permitted events under SMC Chapter 15.52. This audit 
addresses the ordinance requirements, and covers cost recovery for 
special event police staffing. It also covers reimbursable special events, 
which are events that receive police services from SPD based on a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) but generally are not required 
to get a special event permit, such as police services for Seattle 
Seahawks games.  

We included a review of the City’s cost recovery of special events police 
staffing costs, because cost recovery was cited in Ordinance 124860 as 
a reason for revising the special event fee structure. Additionally, SPD’s 
sworn officers are an expensive and limited resource, and we wanted to 
examine the degree to which the City recovers the costs incurred when 
officers work at special events.    
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 The audit scope also included reimbursable special events because 
they are a significant component of SPD’s total special event workload, 
and we wanted to ensure our analysis of SPD hours and wages included 
all special events work, not only that for permitted events. We included 
reimbursable events in our cost recovery analysis so that we could 
compare the City’s multiple methods for recovering the costs of 
providing police services at special events. 

 

 

Definitions of Permitted and Reimbursable Special Events 

Permitted Special Events: 

Under SMC 15.52, a Permitted Special Event is: 

1. An event planned to be held in a park, other City-owned property, or public place that meets all four of the following 
criteria:   

a. The event is reasonably expected to cause or result in more than 50 people gathering in a park (or other public place), 
other City-owned property, public place, or waterway; and   

b. The event is reasonably expected to have a substantial impact on such park, other City-owned property, public place, or 
waterway; and   

c. The event is reasonably expected to require the provision of substantial public services; and  
d. The event will require the temporary closure or exclusive use of a public place or waterway; or  

2.   An event planned to be held on private property that meets all three of the following criteria:  

a. The event is reasonably expected to have more than 500 people in attendance at any one time; and   
b. The event is reasonably expected to have a substantial impact on a park, other City-owned property, or public place; and   
c. The event is reasonably expected to require the provision of substantial public services; or   

3. Any other planned event in a park, other City-owned property, or public place if the event organizer requests the City to 
provide any public services or the Special Events Committee determines public services will be needed to safely produce 
the event in addition to those that would normally be provided by the City in the absence of the event; or  

4. An event held in a park, other City-owned property, or public place, excluding the Seattle Center area, that will have alcohol 
sales available to the general public and/or event participants. 

Reimbursable Special Events: 

In this audit, we also looked at SPD’s processes and cost recovery for many types of Reimbursable Special Events. 
Reimbursable Special Events receive and pay for police services through an MOU with SPD and generally are not required to 
get a special event permit. For example, professional sports events at Safeco Field or small festivals at the Seattle Center are 
handled as Reimbursable Special Events, as they often do not get a permit and receive police services through an MOU with 
SPD. 
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Permitted Event Category Definitions, in accordance with SMC 15.52: 

“Free speech event" means an event, other than an athletic, commercial, community, or citywide event, that consists solely of 
expressive activity. "Free speech event" does not include any event that includes any commercial activity such as commercial 
food or sales vendors. 

"Mixed free speech event" means an event, other than an athletic, commercial, community, citywide, or parade event, that 
includes expressive activity but also includes non-expressive or commercial activity (e.g., commercial food or sales vendors).  

"Citywide event" means:  

a. The following events: Fremont Solstice Parade; My Macy's Holiday Parade; Seafair Hydroplane Races and Blue Angel 
Weekend; Seafair Summer Fourth on Lake Union; and Seafair Torchlight Parade; and  

b. An event that has one or more of the following characteristics:  
i. The event can be viewed by the public outside of the immediate event footprint or boundaries;  

ii. The event is expected to draw a significant citywide and/or regional crowd;  
iii. The estimated amount of total police officer hours to be assigned to the event is anticipated to exceed 300 hours;  
iv. The event is a recurring event held in Seattle for at least 15 of the last 20 years;  
v. The event is a celebration of a local, regional, or Federal holiday;  

vi. The event is a celebratory parade or event for a local team winning a major national competition; or  
vii. The event would not typically be defined as an athletic event, commercial event, free speech event, or mixed free 

speech event.  

"Athletic event" means an event with one or more of the following characteristics:  

a. The event is a gathering of people, many of whom participate in an athletic activity, sport, or in physical exertion including 
running, walking, bicycling, swimming, and other race, recreational, or competitive contest;  

b. Participation in the event typically requires individual or team registration and/or a type of payment or entry fee (such as a 
registration fee);  

c. Participation is generally not free or open to all members of the public;  
d. The event is primarily to raise or solicit funds whether for profit, for non-profit fundraising, or otherwise; or  
e. The event is organized by a for-profit or non-profit entity.  

"Commercial event" means an event with the purpose to promote, for monetary profit, gain or advantage, a business, product, 
service, commercial performance, venue, professional or college team or similar organization, or current or future for-profit 
event conducted by a private person or entity regardless of such person or entity's profit or non-profit status. In addition, a 
commercial event has one or more of the following characteristics:  

a. The event may or may not be open to all members of the public;  
b. The event has controlled or ticketed entry (e.g., tickets, pay-upon-entry, or suggested donation posted at the entrance);  
c. The event name features the name of a for-profit or non-profit business or organization;  
d. The event is concentrated around a single storefront, building, or is an extension of activity within a store or place of 

business (such as a grand opening);  
e. The event is primarily to raise or solicit funds whether for profit, for non-profit fundraising, or otherwise; or 
f. The event may be organized by an individual or a non-profit or for-profit entity.   

"Community event" means an event with one or more of the following characteristics:  

a. The event is free and open to all members of the public;  
b. The event provides a public benefit and/or stimulates economic or cultural activity within a neighborhood or neighborhood 

business district that benefits multiple locally owned businesses and/or organizations (including street fairs and block 
parties in which multiple locally owned businesses will participate);  

c. The event is organized by neighborhood-based groups, community-based organizations, ad-hoc groups, business groups 
(such as chambers of commerce), or groups that do not have a geographic base (such as racial or ethnic groups, LGBTQ 
groups, cultural groups, or a disability community);  

d. The event has received a government grant to produce the event (not including sponsorships);  
e. The event is organized by a non-profit entity; or  
f. The event is anticipated to require less than 300 hours of police officer time.  
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1 This number represents the number of Athletic, Citywide, Commercial, Community, Free Speech, and Mixed Free Speech events 
to which SPD hours were coded. Many permitted events do not obtain police services. Also, some events that meet the 
requirements for a permit do not obtain one (e.g., some Free Speech events). According to SEO, there were 339 special events 
permits issued in 2016.   

Types of Events Staffed 
by SPD 

SPD is responsible for ensuring public safety in Seattle through patrol 
operations, incident response, and specialized units (e.g., Bomb Squad, 
Traffic). SPD also provides police services for many special events. For 
the purposes of this audit, we are considering the following types of 
activities to be special events: 

• Parades 

• Music festivals 

• Street fairs and community festivals 

• Run/walk and other athletic events 

• Protests and other free speech events 

• Professional sports events 

• Events at Seattle Center and Key Arena (e.g., festivals, 
concerts, sports) 

• Local and regional high school dances, athletic events, and 
graduations 

• Some corporate events requiring SPD’s services 

• Dignitary visits 

We placed events into the 16 categories listed in Exhibit 1 below. The 
exhibit shows that in 2016, SPD personnel worked at 724 special 
events and earned a total of $10.3 million in wages. Of these events, 
about 236 were permit-type events.1  

Appendices A and B contain the detailed results of our analyses of SPD 
payroll data on the number of events that had SPD staffing between 
2010 and 2016 and the total hours and wages SPD personnel charged 
working at events. Appendix B includes our analysis by event category 
for each of the 16 categories listed in Exhibit 1.  
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Exhibit 1: Audit Categories of Special Events and 2016 Event Costs (in SPD Wages) 

Audit Event Category 
2016 SPD 

Wages  

Percent of 
2016 SPD 

Special 
Event 

Wages 

Were Some 
of SPD’s 
Wages 

Reimbursed? 

1. Professional Sports Games (Mariners, Reign, Seahawks, 
Storm, Sounders) 

$         2,600,020 25% Yes 

2. Free Speech Events $           1,659,362 16% No 

3. Citywide Events $           1,318,999 13% Yes 

4. Community Events2 $             796,507 8% No 

5. Dignitary $             605,434 6% Yes 

6. Athletic Events $             536,303 5% Yes 

7. Commercial Events $             476,094 5% Yes 

8. Mixed Free Speech Events $             428,553 4% No 

9. Large Seattle Center Festivals $             427,411 4% Yes 

10. UW Husky Stadium and Hec Edmundson Pavilion Events $             351,395 3% Varies3 

11. Stadium (Safeco/ Century Link/WAMU Theater, etc.) $             326,392 3% Yes 

12. Seattle Center MOU Events $             324,965 3% Yes 

13. Film  $             136,911 1% Yes 

14. Other Reimbursable Events $             124,109 1% Yes 

15. High School Event - Local and Regional $             115,533 1% Yes 

16. SPD Event Emphasis Patrol4 $             77,060 1% No 

Total: $       10,305,048 100%  

Source: Office of City Auditor analysis of SPD’s payroll data. 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
2 The numbers in this category also include Parade events. 
3 For traffic services at University of Washington Husky Stadium football games, the City receives a portion of the Admission Tax, 
which is designated to support the activities of the City’s Office of Arts and Culture. SPD has agreements with the University of 
Washington for SWAT and bicycle police services at UW football games, and traffic services for UW men’s basketball games and 
UW Commencement. SPD had an MOU with a private organization for a Jehovah’s Witness event that occurred at Husky Stadium 
in 2014. 
4 Event emphasis patrols are additional patrols needed outside of the perimeter of a special event due to increased security risk in 
the area because of the event. The wages paid amount included in Exhibit 1 is understated because some SPD event emphasis 
work is not coded to the event’s Activity ID (see our finding on this issue in Section 1).  
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 Event organizers can obtain police services for events in different ways. 

 

 1. Special Events Permit: Events that are held in parks, City-
owned properties, or other public places and meet certain 
criteria require special events permits and are governed by 
SMC Chapter 15.52 Crowd Control Events. We refer to these 
types of events as permitted events. The types of events that 
need permits include parades, protests, large annual events 
(e.g., 4th of July Fireworks), music festivals, street fairs, and 
athletic events (e.g., marathons and bike races). Permit 
applicants may request police services, and this request is 
reviewed by SPD and the Special Events Committee.5 Some 
types of events pay for police services, based on estimated 
police hours, and some do not. The Special Events Office (SEO) 
administers the special events permit functions. Key decisions 
about permitted events are made by the Special Events 
Committee, which is currently chaired by the SEO Manager, 
and consists of representatives from twelve City departments, 
King County Metro, Seattle and King County Public Health, and 
the Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Board.  

2. MOU with SPD (reimbursable events): Some event organizers 
contract directly with SPD for police staffing. SPD generally 
charges for its services based on MOU terms that specify that 
actual direct hourly wages will be charged, but sometimes the 
MOUs set a specific dollar amount. We refer to these events as 
reimbursable events. Types of reimbursable events include 
professional sports events at CenturyLink and Safeco fields, 
the large Seattle Center festivals, events held in some Seattle 
Center venues (e.g., Fisher Pavilion and Exhibition Hall), some 
large corporate events (e.g., Microsoft shareholder’s annual 
meeting), public high school dances, film shoots,6 and various 
smaller events.  

3. Seattle Center MOU with SPD: Seattle Center contracts with 
SPD for police services at many of the events held on its 
grounds and pays SPD a negotiated hourly rate for these 
services. Seattle Center receives police services under this 
MOU for many of the festivals, concerts, and sports events held 

                                                             
5 Permitted event organizers may or may not request police staffing for their events, but SPD decides whether there will be SPD 
personnel at the events.  
6 Film shoots are required to obtain Film Permits instead of Special Events Permits but police services are obtained through a 
direct contract with SPD. 
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in Key Arena and for traffic control services for Mercer Garage.7  
We refer to these events as Seattle Center MOU events or 
include them with other reimbursable events.  

 

SPD Resources 
Dedicated to Special 
Events 

SPD spends a considerable amount of resources staffing special events. 
In 2016, SPD spent 150,748 hours and $10.3 million in wages on work 
related to special events. The hours spent working at special events 
accounted for over 3 percent of all department hours, and, as shown in 
Exhibit 2 below, special events work conducted on overtime accounted 
for over 33 percent of SPD’s total overtime hours. SPD’s Traffic Unit 
spends a large percentage of hours working on special events. In 2016, 
special events work accounted for over 21 percent of all hours worked 
by the unit and over 79 percent of the unit’s overtime hours. In 2016, 
sworn Traffic officers worked 33,999 hours and earned $2.5 million in 
wages working special events. 

 

Exhibit 2: SPD and Traffic Unit Overtime Hours (OT) for Special Events, 2016 

 
Source: Office of City Auditor analysis of SPD’s payroll data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
7 As described above, in the section labeled MOU with SPD (reimbursable events), Seattle Center’s three largest festivals (Bite of 
Seattle, Folklife, and Bumbershoot) receive police services based on separate MOUs with SPD. Additionally, many smaller events 
at Seattle Center venues also receive police services through individual MOUs with SPD. 

0 100,000 200,000 300,000 400,000

Traffic
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 All SPD

Other OT

Special Event OT

33% of OT was for 
Special Events

79% of OT was
for Special Events
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SPD Special Event 
Trends 

As shown in Exhibit 3 below, the number of special events increased 
between 2010 and 2016. SPD’s event staffing costs (displayed below as 
wages earned by SPD personnel) and the hours SPD personnel spent 
working at special events increased at a higher rate during the same 
period, particularly between 2012 and 2014. In 2015 and 2016, SPD’s 
wages for staffing special events decreased, even as the number of 
events continued to grow or stayed about the same. We calculated 
number of events using Activity IDs in SPD’s payroll data. It is important 
to note that in some cases SPD uses a single Activity ID for multiple 
events. For example, a single Activity ID was used to track the hours and 
costs SPD spent staffing multiple 2014 and 2015 protests after the 
Ferguson, Missouri Grand Jury Findings. 

 

Exhibit 3: Number of Special Events and SPD Special Event Hours and Wages, 2010-2016 

 
Source: Office of City Auditor analysis of SPD and SEO data. 

 

 While some SPD special event work is conducted during regular work 
hours, most of it is worked on overtime. SPD personnel explained to us 
that events are often worked on overtime because regular patrol staffing 
is already strained. Between 2010 and 2016, of the hours SPD personnel 
reported that they worked at special events, 95 to 97 percent was 
worked on overtime and 3 to 5 percent was worked on regular time.8 

 

  

                                                             
8 As noted in our report on page 42, SPD personnel may be underreporting their use of regular time for special events. 
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POLICE FEES AND COST RECOVERY 
 

 

Section Overview In this section, we describe the City of Seattle’s (City) six different 
methodologies for charging for police services at events, including 
those administered by the Special Events Office (SEO) for some 
permitted events and by the Seattle Police Department (SPD) for 
reimbursable events (i.e., events for which the event organizer 
contracts with SPD for police services). 

Not all events are charged for police services. Free Speech events and 
permitted events categorized as Community or Mixed Free Speech are 
not charged for police staffing. This section focuses on the types of 
events that are required to pay for police services, including permitted 
events that were categorized as Commercial or Athletic (e.g., a 
marathon or ticketed festival), permitted Citywide events (e.g., Seafair 
Hydroplane Races and Blue Angels Weekend), and events that paid for 
police services through an agreement directly with SPD (e.g., small 
private events, events at the Seattle Center, and professional sports 
events at CenturyLink and Safeco Fields). 

In addition to providing information about the overall degree of cost 
recovery achieved by the City’s different billing methodologies, we also 
describe specific SPD costs associated with events that either are not 
billed to any events or are not consistently billed. In this section, we 
recommend that SPD include these costs when billing under 
Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) or contracts that specify 
reimbursement is for actual costs. For permitted events, we make 
recommendations that will help ensure implementation of the fee 
structure created by Ordinance 124960 is aligned with the City’s 
intentions.  

Further, we make recommendations to improve SPD’s tracking of 
event-related hours and costs, increase communication between SPD 
and SEO about the actual number of hours SPD personnel work at 
events, and help ensure that events that should be charged for police 
services obtain either a special event permit or a contract with SPD. We 
also recommend that SPD and SEO evaluate the workload related to 
event planning and administration and consider whether current 
staffing levels are sufficient.  
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Different Methodologies 
for Calculating Fees for 
Police Services at 
Special Events 

Seattle uses six different methodologies to calculate fees for special 
event police services: 

1. Flat Hourly Rate for Estimated Hours for Permitted 
Commercial and Athletic Events – Permitted events that are 
categorized as Commercial or Athletic pay an hourly rate that is 
based on, but discounted from, average SPD overtime rates. In 
2016, the rate was $67 per hour, and hours are estimated and 
billed before the event. Permitted events that are categorized as 
Community, Free Speech, or Mixed Free Speech do not pay for 
police services.  

2. Negotiated Charge for Permitted Citywide Events – Events 
that are listed in Ordinance 124860 as Citywide pay a 
negotiated charge for police services. In 2016, this charge 
ranged from $0 to over $80 per hour for police services. 

3. Flat Hourly Rate for Actual Hours for Seattle Center Events – 
Many Seattle Center events (e.g., Key Arena events) are charged 
for police services under an MOU between SPD and the Seattle 
Center at the flat rate of $73 per hour of actual police service. 
Seattle Center’s MOU with SPD does not apply to the Seattle 
Center’s large festivals (i.e., Bite of Seattle, Folklife, and 
Bumbershoot) or to events that rent the Seattle Center’s other 
venues (e.g., Fisher Pavilion, Armory Loft, or the many outdoor 
spaces on the campus).  

4. Actual Hourly Wages Without Benefits – Events at 
CenturyLink Field and Safeco Field (including the exhibition 
halls at the stadiums) are charged for police services under 
Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with SPD. These 
events are charged at the actual hourly rate of the officers who 
work the events for the actual number of hours worked. These 
events are not charged for benefits or other incurred costs, 
although the MOUs indicate that SPD should charge actual 
staffing costs.   

5. Actual Hourly Wages with Benefits – Some smaller events 
(including some events at the Seattle Center) receive police 
services under separate MOUs with SPD. These MOUs generally 
specify that the event organizer will reimburse SPD at the actual 
hourly rates of the officers who work the events for the actual 
number of hours worked. Many of these MOUs include 
reimbursement for some costs in addition to wages, such as 
some benefits costs.  

6. Negotiated Charge for Seattle Center Festivals – The three 
large festivals at the Seattle Center (Bite of Seattle, 
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Bumbershoot, and Folklife) negotiate with the City to establish a 
charge for police services. In 2016, these negotiated charges 
resulted in effective hourly rates ranging between $1.73 and 
$40 per hour for total police hours worked.9 

These different methodologies for billing for police services are 
administered by different entities and were designed for different 
purposes. For example, the Special Event Permit Police Department 
Fee, created by Ordinance 124850 for some permitted events, is 
administered by SEO. It was not intended to fully recover the costs of 
police staffing at events. Rather, it was designed to recover portions of 
SPD costs, based on the type of event. In contrast, for those events that 
obtain police services through an MOU or contract with SPD, SPD 
administers the contract and billing processes, and the contracts are 
often written to recover the actual costs of police staffing. One result of 
the different methodologies for calculating police service fees is that 
event organizers pay different amounts for police staffing. 

 

None of the 
Methodologies Recover 
the Full Cost of Police 
Staffing 

None of the six methodologies described above charge the equivalent 
of SPD’s direct costs in providing police services, which means that the 
City is not fully recovering these costs for either permitted or 
reimbursable special events. Direct costs include all expenses incurred 
as a result of the special events work, including wages paid, benefits 
expenses, vehicle and equipment usage expenses, and incidental 
expenses (e.g., food, water, supplies).  

Some of the methodologies discount the hourly cost for police services, 
none charge for all the benefit costs associated with officers working 
events, and some events do not pay for all the hours worked. Moreover, 
none of the methodologies bill for any planning hours, the cost of the 
SPD’s Special Operations Center (SPOC) Unit,10 or incidental expenses 
(e.g., food, water, and supplies).  

 

Permit Fees Generally 
Do Not Fully Recover 
Officers’ Wages 

One of the reasons cited in support of Ordinance 124860, which created 
a new model for calculating special event permit fees, was that the 
existing fee structure did not allow the City to recover a reasonable 
amount of its costs for supporting special events. The revised model 
was not intended, however, to recover full costs, but to recover portions 
of costs based on event type (e.g., Commercial or Free Speech). 

                                                             
9 Northwest Folklife Festival was charged the equivalent of $1.73 per hour of police work, Bite of Seattle $25 per hour, and 
Bumbershoot $40 per hour. Northwest Folklife pays for SPD services for security for its money room but does not pay for SPD 
services for the festival itself. Seattle Center officials told us this arrangement was based on decisions made by elected officials. 
10 SPOC is the unit responsible for planning most of SPD’s special events work. 
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For all permitted events in 2016 that could be charged for police 
services (i.e., Athletic, Commercial, and Citywide events), we identified 
an average cost recovery rate of about 27 percent of SPD’s wages. For 
2016 Athletic and Commercial events alone, the cost recovery rate 
averaged about 60 percent of wages, and it averaged about 4 percent 
for 2016 Citywide events.  

We also reviewed a sample of 2016 permitted events and found that 
cost recovery of SPD wages for these individual events ranged from 13 
percent to over 100 percent. The events in our sample included a mix of 
event types that are charged for police services, including athletic 
events (i.e., run, walk, and cycle events), a block party, a beer festival, 
corporate events, a harbor athletic event, a professional sports 
celebration, and a holiday celebration event. 

The rate of recovery of wages for permitted events that are charged for 
police services is the result of two factors: (1) the hourly rate charged 
and (2) the number of hours billed.  

Hourly Rate: In 2016, permitted events that were required to pay the 
Police Department Fee were charged $67 per hour for police services. 
In establishing the $67 hourly rate, the average overtime rate for SPD 
officers of $73 was discounted by 10 to 15 percent. Future cost recovery 
is further limited by the ordinance cap on police fee increases of 10 
percent per year, using 2017 as the base year.11 

Hours Billed: Additionally, not all SPD hours worked at events were 
billed to event organizers. In 2016, SEO charged event organizers for a 
total of $629,566 for 9,397 hours of police work.12  Our analysis 
indicates SPD’s 2016 costs in wages were $2,288,511 for 33,228 hours 
for permitted events in categories that are charged for police services.13  

There are multiple reasons permitted events are not billed for the 
actual number of SPD hours worked: 

• Work Start and End Time Billed: Ordinance 124860 states the 
fee for SPD services will be “calculated by multiplying the 
number of officers required to safely manage vehicle or 
waterway traffic and a reasonable number of officers within the 
event footprint to ensure safety and security by the number of 
hours per officer by a rate of $67 per officer per hour.” In 
practice, permitted events are billed for police hours based on 

                                                             
11 Ordinance 124860 also states the following: “Without including any phase-in discount, when the police department fee is 
established for an event for the first time, if an event is a repeat event taking place in the same general time, place, and manner as 
it did in the previous year, and no documented issues during previous years’ events would demand the need for additional officer 
support, the police department fee for an event shall not increase by more than ten percent from the previous year.”  
12 This does not factor in the 2016 50% permit fee phase-in discount, so event organizers paid less than this amount.  
13 This includes Athletic, Commercial, and Citywide permitted events. 
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the event start and end times or street closure times, plus an 
additional 30 minutes (to allow for SPD personnel’s travel, 
briefings, and equipment management). However, actual SPD 
event roll calls (i.e., when officers are required to report to work 
for the event) are sometimes hours ahead of event start times 
to handle people arriving early, clearing streets, set up, and 
other tasks. Further, officers’ work sometimes continues later 
than the event end times due to the need for police staffing as 
the crowd disperses.  

• Hours Charged are Based on Estimates: SPD provides SEO 
with limited event staffing information due to security concerns 
about releasing tactical information (e.g., roll call times and post 
shift times). Consequently, hours billed by SEO can differ 
significantly from SPD’s actual hours worked. SPD could 
provide SEO with total planned work hours without releasing 
sensitive tactical details. Further, although the ordinance states 
that event organizers may apply for a refund if actual hours 
worked are less than what was estimated and paid, there is no 
provision that specifies that the City can bill the event promoter 
if additional officers worked the event or if additional hours 
were needed.  

• Minimum Hours per Officer: Events are charged a two-hour 
minimum per officer, but SPD collective bargaining agreements 
guarantee a minimum overtime pay of three hours for an event. 
This means officers are paid for a minimum of three hours but 
events pay for a minimum of two hours. The City absorbs the 
hour difference, when applicable.  In contrast to Seattle’s 
practices, Denver, San Francisco, and Portland charge events 
for a 4-hour minimum per officer. 

• Hours Billed Do Not Include any Event-Related Emphasis 
Staffing: According to SPD officials, some events create the 
need for additional police staffing in the area directly 
surrounding the event. However, event organizers are not 
charged for this “upstaffing,” as the revised Seattle Municipal 
Code (SMC) specifies that events are billed only for police hours 
worked “within the footprint of the event.” This is also an issue 
for some reimbursable events, and we discuss it further below.  
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Source: Office of City Auditor 

2016 Capitol Hill Block Party Example 
In 2016, the Capitol Hill Block Party was categorized as a 
Commercial event and thereby required to pay for police 
services. The event was charged $16,683* for 249 hours of 
police services. Actual SPD wages for this event, including 
upstaffing in the area (i.e., police emphasis work), were 
$124,502 for 1,773 hours worked. When all hours worked for 
this event are included, the City billed for 14% of the hours 
worked and recovered about 13% of total wages. This event 
costs $70 per day to attend and has an estimated daily 
attendance of about 9,000. 

* This does not factor in the 2016 permit fee phase-in discount that 
limited the increase in total permit fees for recurring events. Actual 
2016 charges were lower. 

 

Some Reimbursable 
Events Do Not Fully 
Recover Wages 

In contrast to the fee structure for permitted events, SPD’s MOUs for 
reimbursable events with event organizers usually include provisions 
for recovering the costs of officers’ wages at events. For example, 
MOUs for individual events (e.g., a private fireworks show or a 
corporate meeting) often specify that organizers will be invoiced for 
SPD’s “actual costs,” and SPD’s 2016 MOU with the Seattle Center, 
which applied to most events on Seattle Center grounds, specified that 
the Seattle Center would be charged for actual hours (with a 3-hour 
minimum) at a flat hourly rate of $73, which was equivalent to the 
average overtime rate for SPD officers. 

However, the City is not fully recovering the costs of SPD’s wages for 
the three large Seattle Center festival events (i.e., Folklife, 
Bumbershoot, and Bite of Seattle). The City bills these events based on 
negotiated amounts, or caps, not on an estimate of planned hours or 
actual hours worked.   

Two of these events are free and open to the public (Bite of Seattle and 
Folklife) and one has an entrance fee (Bumbershoot). All three events 
involve hundreds of vendors that pay to participate and the sale of 
alcohol. Overall, the cost recovery rate for SPD wages for these three 
events was 30%.    

• Folklife 2016 -  Folklife was charged $4,055 for police 
services for security for the money room. Total SPD wages 
and hours worked for the Folklife Money Room and Festival 
were $160,122 and 2,339 hours. This represents a cost 
recovery rate of 2.5% of SPD wages. Seattle Center officials 
told us that Folklife has never paid for police services for the 
festival event, and that this arrangement was based on 
decisions made by elected officials 
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• Bumbershoot 2016 – Bumbershoot was charged $78,500 for 
1,136 hours. Actual SPD wages and hours worked were 
$138,834 and 1,977 hours. The cost recovery rate was 57% of 
wages. Tickets to attend this event were $50 to $75 per day. 

• Bite of Seattle 2016 – Bite of Seattle was charged a total of 
$45,896 for police services, consisting primarily of a flat 
negotiated rate of $37,012 plus $8,884 for overnight 
security. Actual SPD wages and hours worked were $128,456 
and 1,837 hours. This results in an hourly charge to the event 
of about $25, or a cost recovery rate of about 36%. In 2015, 
Bite of Seattle was not charged for police services other than 
$8,945 for overnight security; the actual wages and hours 
worked were $135,449 and 1,912. 

 

Some SPD Special Event 
Costs Are Not 
Recovered Under Any of 
the City’s Fee 
Calculation 
Methodologies 

When SPD officers work at special events, there are costs to SPD 
directly associated with this work beyond the officers’ wages, such as 
employee benefits and vehicle and equipment usage. When these SPD 
direct expense items are included, we calculated that the cost recovery 
rate for the 6 permitted and 7 reimbursable 2016 events we analyzed 
ranged from about 9% to 86%.14 The following SPD costs are directly 
associated with Special Events work but are not recovered, or are not 
fully recovered, for either permitted or reimbursable events: 

Direct Employee Benefits Costs: Some employee benefit costs increase 
when an officer works more hours or earns more pay. These include 
retirement contributions and Social Security, among others. For some 
reimbursable events, SPD charges a rate of 6.68% for police officers 
and 1.45% for Parking Enforcement Officers (PEOs) to account for the 
added benefit costs, but this is not sufficient to cover all direct benefit 
costs. We calculate the direct benefit cost to be about 12.9% for police 
officers and 22.9% for PEOs. Beyond these costs, SPD also pays an 
additional amount per hour worked of $0.76 for police officers and 
$0.14 for PEOs.15  

Further, we found that most of the reimbursable events are not charged 
the 6.68% rate for direct benefits. For example, SPD does not bill the 
Seattle Center or the City’s professional sports stadiums for any benefit 
costs. The rate isn’t added for these events, even though the MOUs for 

                                                             
14 The six permitted events described here includes only events that were charged for police services and does not factor in the 
2016 50% permit fee phase-in discount, so the recurring permitted events paid a lower amount than we are reflecting in this 
analysis. The event with 9% cost recovery was the 2016 Macy’s Holiday Parade, which had a Citywide Permit; the event with 86% 
cost recovery was the 2016 Starbuck’s Shareholders Meeting, which had an MOU with SPD. 
15 These amounts include the following employee benefits: Social Security, Medicare, Unemployment Insurance, Workers 
Compensation, and Retirement. They do not capture all SPD event planning time or emphasis hours. See Appendix C for 
additional details on our analysis. 
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Seattle Center events and the professional sports stadiums state that 
“actual wages and benefits” will be charged. We reviewed five 2016 
reimbursable events for SPD’s benefits charge and found that only two 
were charged SPD’s added benefit rate, even though all five of the 
MOU’s stated that police service fees were to include “labor and 
benefits.”   

Permitted events also do not pay anything to cover direct benefits 
costs. In contrast to Seattle, we found that Portland, San Francisco, and 
San Diego set their hourly police events rates to capture benefit costs. 

Regular Time: Event time worked by SPD personnel on regular time is 
not charged at the “fully loaded” rate for these work hours, which 
includes the fixed benefits costs and other employee-related fixed 
costs. In 2016, there were 4,977 hours (and $165,608) of regular time 
recorded as special events work, or the equivalent of 2.4 Full-Time 
Equivalent (FTE) employees. We discuss SPD fixed benefits costs and 
other fixed costs associated with special events work in Appendix D. 

Non-Labor Direct Expenses: SPD uses vehicles, motorcycles, and other 
equipment to work some special events, and sometimes event supplies, 
such as water and food, are needed. The City does not charge expenses 
for equipment usage and supplies to the events. In contrast to Seattle, 
San Diego sets their hourly police events rate to capture the costs of 
vehicle usage and other incidental expenses. 

In addition to the expenses listed above, there are SPD hours that are 
worked to support special events but are not consistently tracked as 
part of the event cost and are not charged to either permitted or 
reimbursable events. These additional SPD hours include emphasis 
staffing and event planning time:  
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Police Emphasis Staffing: SPD officials 
reported that there is a need for police 
emphasis staffing outside the perimeter 
of many special events due to the 
increased risk of crime around the 
event. Event organizers are not charged 
for SPD’s emphasis staffing hours, as 
Ordinance 124860 specifies that events 
are billed only for police hours worked 
“within the footprint of the event.” This 
would not include emphasis work even 
though the need for this work results 
directly from the event. Further, SPD 
emphasis staffing costs are not 
consistently tracked to events in SPD’s 
payroll system, as many hours are 
coded as regular police work rather 
than to an event-specific activity ID. 
This makes it difficult for SPD, SEO, and 
the City Budget Office to see the true 
use of SPD resources for these events. 

Event Planning and Administration 
Time: Most SPD event planning and 
administration time is not charged to 
the events. SPD’s SPOC unit dedicates 
almost all their time to planning events, 
SPD’s Traffic Unit dedicates a 
considerable amount of time to event 
planning, and SPD’s precincts and 
Harbor Unit dedicate time to planning 
as well.  

We recognize that SPD management 
and City policy makers must consider 
many factors when deciding how much to charge for police services at 
different types of events. However, for those MOUs that specify that 
reimbursement is for actual costs, SPD should invoice for all the costs 
incurred from SPD personnel working at the event. During this audit, 
we learned that SPD was working to more fully identify all applicable 
direct costs associated with events. We recommend SPD continue 
these efforts and include all direct costs when billing under MOUs that 
include provisions for recovery of actual costs. 

Further, now that Ordinance 124860 has been in effect for over a year, 
we recommend that SEO and the City Council consider reviewing the 
level of SPD cost recovery achieved for the types of events that are 

Cost Recovery Examples 

To illustrate the impact on 
SPD’s special events work by 
including direct benefit costs 
and fixed costs for regular 
time, we estimated the total 
direct costs (including wages) 
for a selection of 2016 events: 

Bumbershoot: 

Wages = $138,834  

Total Direct Costs = $175,955  

Invoiced Amount = $78,500 

Capitol Hill Block Party: 

Wages = $124,502 

Total Direct Costs = $157,666  

Invoiced Amount = $16,683* 

* Invoiced amount listed here 
does not include 2016 phase-in 
discount. 

Mariner’s vs. Milwaukee 
Game: 

Wages = $16,443  

Total Direct Costs = $21,076  

Invoiced Amount = $16,443 

A full description of our cost 
recovery analysis and more 
examples are in Appendix D 
– Methodology for 
Calculating Direct Cost. 
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charged for police services to ensure results are aligned with City policy 
makers’ intentions.  

Finally, SPD should ensure all its event-related work is tracked so that 
total event costs and hours can be monitored and included in any 
discussions related to cost recovery or workload, and SPD should 
provide SEO an accounting of actual hours worked at permitted events. 
Without reporting on actual hours, SEO cannot refund or bill event 
promoters for a variance between estimated and actual hours. 

 

Recommendation 1  
 

The Seattle Police Department (SPD) should continue reviewing and 
updating its special events memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
and event billing processes to ensure (a) the MOU cost estimate 
template includes accurate and complete direct cost information and 
(b) invoices sent to event organizers include non-wage direct costs 
(e.g., employee benefits and equipment) when they are specified as 
reimbursable in the MOU or when the MOU states that reimbursement 
will be for actual or full costs. SPD should also consider charging 
other event-related SPD costs (e.g., event planning time, event 
emphasis staffing, equipment maintenance expenses, incidentals such 
as food, water, and supplies) to all reimbursable events. 

 

Recommendation 2 The City Council and the Special Events Office should consider 
reviewing the implementation of the new special event permit fee 
structure created by Ordinance 124860 to ensure the level of 
recovery of the Seattle Police Department’s staffing costs is aligned 
with the City’s intentions. Options that could be considered include: 

a. Charging permitted events for more of the actual police 
hours worked, including pre-event hours, post-event hours, 
and hours that exceed the hours that were initially estimated 
and paid.  

b. Including direct employee benefits and other event-related 
costs (e.g., event planning time, emphasis staffing, etc.) in 
analyses of event costs.  

 

Recommendation 3 The Seattle Police Department should ensure all event-related hours 
are tracked to the events, including event planning hours and 
emphasis hours. 
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Recommendation 4 The Seattle Police Department should provide to the Special Events 
Office (SEO) an accounting of actual hours worked at permitted 
events so SEO can refund or bill event promoters for any variance 
between estimate and actual hours. 

 

 

Category Definitions 
Allow Events with 
Substantial Commercial 
Activity to be 
Considered Community 
or Mixed Free Speech 
and Receive Free Police 
Services 

The categorization of permitted events is important because some 
event categories pay for police services and some do not. Ordinance 
124860 stated that the City “has a compelling interest in preventing 
taxpayer subsidy of commercial events that promote private gain.” In 
accordance with Ordinance 124860, events categorized as Commercial 
or Athletic are required to pay for planned police hours because they 
generally require paid admission to participate in the event, or are 
solely for the commercial financial benefit of a singular entity; Citywide 
events pay a negotiated amount; and events categorized as Free 
Speech, Mixed Free Speech, Parade, or Community are not charged for 
police services. Events categorized as Community are always free and 
open to the general public. Exhibit 4 below shows SPD wages paid and 
hours worked for 2016 permitted special events by permit category. 

 

Exhibit 4: SPD Wages and Hours for Permitted Special Events by Permit Category, 2016 

Permit Event 
Category 

Police Services Fee 
Charged? 

SPD Wages SPD Hours 

Free Speech  No $1,659,362 23,115 

Mixed Free Speech  No $428,553 6,169 

Community/Parade No $796,507 11,708 

Citywide  Yes 

Fee is negotiated by Special 
Events Committee Chair in 
consultation with the Special 
Events Committee and SPD 

$1,318,999 18,687 

Athletic  Yes $536,303 8,359 

Commercial  Yes $476,094 6,789 

Total  $5,215,818 74,828 hours 

Source: Office of City Auditor analysis of SPD and SEO data. 
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 Ordinance 124860 did not prohibit commercial activity at Community 
or Mixed Free Speech events.  Rather, the current category definitions 
in the Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) allow for events with commercial 
activity to be categorized as Community or Mixed Free Speech. These 
events are charged a separate Vendor Fee of $20 per vendor and an 
Alcohol Area Fee of $100-$200 per alcohol service, but they are not 
subject to the Police Department Fee. 

As a result, there are some events with substantial commercial activity 
that are not charged for police services. For example, some Community 
and Mixed Free Speech events have hundreds of vendors that pay large 
vendor fees to the event organizers (i.e., fees over $1,000 or $2,000 per 
vendor booth and sometimes additional fees based on percentage of 
sales), alcohol sales, portable ATM’s, corporate advertisers, “headline” 
musicians, professional event organizers, and event attendance in the 
thousands. SPD reported to us that some of these elements, alcohol for 
example, create the need for increased police staffing.   

The following 2016 events are examples of Community and Mixed Free 
Speech events that involve all the attributes listed above and did not 
pay for police services:  

• Hemp Fest (Mixed Free Speech): $215,553 in SPD wages 

• Fremont Solstice Fair (Community): $50,840 in SPD wages 

• Capitol Hill Pride Festival and Rally (Mixed Free Speech): 
$45,943 in SPD wages 

• University Street Fair (Community): $38,181 in SPD wages 

 

The Revised Seattle 
Municipal Code Does 
Not Specify a Schedule 
or Criteria for Citywide 
Event Fee Negotiations 

Ordinance 124860 states police fees for Citywide events are subject to 
negotiation by the chair of the Special Events Committee with the event 
organizer, in consultation with the Special Events Committee and SPD, 
and that the agreement must be supported by the Chief of Police and a 
majority of the Special Events Committee. As a result, police fees for 
Citywide events are set annually and do not have to meet any specific 
payment schedule or criteria. As of July 31, 2017, fee negotiations had 
not been completed for the three 2016 Seafair Citywide events.   

SPD dedicates a considerable amount of resources to staffing the six 
Citywide special events, and cost recovery varies by event, as described 
in Exhibit 5 below. As of July 31, 2017, cost recovery of SPD wages at all 
2016 Citywide events was 3.9 percent overall. Moreover, some 
Citywide events involve substantial commercial activity, including paid 
seating, portable ATM’s, corporate advertisers, vendor sales, and the 
sale of alcohol.  
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Exhibit 5: 2016 Citywide Events: Costs and Fees Charged 

    

Recommendation 5 The City Council and the Special Events Office should (a) review the 
definitions of Community and Mixed Free Speech events in Seattle 
Municipal Code (SMC) 15.52 and, given the level of commercial 
activity at some Community and Mixed Free Speech events, consider 
whether any updates to these definitions are necessary, and (b) 
consider establishing criteria and a schedule for setting the fees for 
police services for Citywide permitted events (e.g., updating SMC 
15.52 or developing department policies).  

In 2016, SPD personnel worked about 18,687 hours on Citywide events, and the total cost of wages 
was about $1.32 million. For all 2016 Citywide events, cost recovery averaged about 3.9 percent. 

Seafair Summer Fourth: As of July 31, 2017, the permit fee was still under negotiation and the police 
fees for this 2016 event had not been established or billed. Actual police wages and SPD hours worked 
were $525,651 and 6,340, respectively and 656 SPD personnel were used. 

Seafair Hydros Weekend: As of July 31, 2017, the permit fee was still under negotiation and the police 
fees for this 2016 event had not been established or billed. Actual direct police wages and SPD hours 
worked were $368,762 and 5,725 for this event, and 329 SPD personnel were used. 

Seafair Torchlight Parade: As of July 31, 2017, the permit fee was still under negotiation and the police 
fees for this 2016 event had not been established or billed. Actual direct police wages and SPD hours 
worked were $353,664 and 5,470 for this event, and 694 SPD personnel were used. 

Sounders MLS Cup Championship and Rally: This event was charged $47,537 for 709 hours of police 
work. Actual police hours worked, as documented on hard-copy Event Summary Forms provided to us 
by SPD, were 584. * In this case, the organizer paid for more police hours than SPD’s documentation 
shows.   

Macy’s Holiday Parade: This event was charged $3,751 for police staffing.  Actual police wages and 
hours worked were $31,716 and 457 hours, and 89 personnel worked this event. Cost recovery for this 
event was 11.8 percent of SPD wages. 

Fremont Solstice Parade: This event was not charged for police services. Actual police wages and 
hours worked were $17,058 and 275 hours and 50 personnel worked this event. **  

* For the 2016 Sounders MLS Cup Championship and Rally, 421 hours were charged to the event in SPD’s payroll system, 
although hard-copy event summary forms provided to us by SPD document 584 hours were worked. In this case, 164 hours 
of regular time were not charged to the event and are not included in total wage costs for 2016 Citywide events. We discuss 
this issue further in Section 3. 

** This may not account for all the hours worked and wages earned at the 2016 Fremont Solstice Parade. The Fremont 
Solstice Parade occurred on the same day as the Fremont Solstice Fair, and the same SPD personnel worked at both events. 
SPD personnel coded 726 hours to the Fair. We believe some of the Fair hours could have been coded to the Parade, or vice 
versa. The Fremont Solstice Fair is classified as a ‘Community’ event and does not pay for police services. 
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Events with No MOU or 
Special Event Permit 

During our analysis of events that received police services in 2016, we 
identified several Activity IDs (which is how SPD tracks hours worked 
to individual special events) with hours worked for which there was 
neither an MOU for police services nor a special event permit.16 In some 
of these cases, it was not clear to us whether an SEO special event 
permit was required; in other cases, the events appeared to meet the 
requirements for a permit but did not obtain one. Currently, there is no 
process at either SPD or SEO to follow up on these events to ensure 
activities that require police services are charged appropriately.  

Below are a few examples of events that received SPD police staffing 
without an SEO Special Events Permit or MOU:  

• A Chief Keef Concert at Neumo’s on October 2, 2016 led to 
$11,481 in SPD wages. 

• A Macklemore Concert on February 26, 2016 led to $14,354 in 
SPD wages. 

• Maritime and other water events, such as maritime festivals, 
tug boat races, and holiday events consistently required 
overtime from SPD officers.  

 

Recommendation 6 The Seattle Police Department (SPD) and the Special Events Office 
(SEO) should develop a process to address events that require police 
services but do not obtain either a permit or a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) with SPD. The process should vary by type of 
event (i.e., the process should be different for a free speech event 
from what it would be for a festival or concert). For upcoming events, 
the process should include SPD or SEO working with an organizer to 
help ensure the event has either a permit or an MOU before police 
services are provided. For events that have already occurred, the 
process should include follow up from SPD or SEO about City 
requirements and retroactively billing event organizers for police 
staffing when appropriate.  

 

 

Workload Impacts of 
Ordinance 124860 

We were told by multiple SPD and SEO officials that the passage of 
Ordinance 124860 led to an increase in administrative workload for 
their departments, and we observed the high volume of work 
associated with the number of annual events in the City. Although we 
could not determine how much of the special events workload was a 

                                                             
16 This does not include Free Speech type events, since these can occur at the last minute and not obtain permits. 
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direct result of the ordinance revisions and how much resulted simply 
from the volume of events, we did note the following: 

• Special Events Office (SEO): The ordinance revisions 
increased SEO’s administrative workload, as the process now 
includes estimating and billing for police services and an 
administrative fee based on time, number, and location of 
street use and quantifying commercial and alcohol service 
activity. SEO received one additional staff person in response 
to the increase in workload. 

• SPD’s Special Operations Center (SPOC): SPOC is SPD’s 
primary group for planning and monitoring SPD’s staffing for 
special events, and SPOC personnel told us that the ordinance 
changes increased their workload “exponentially.” SPOC has 
not received a staffing increase in response to the steady 
increase in number of events or the new ordinance.  

• SPD’s Traffic Unit: SPD’s Traffic Unit dedicates a lot of work 
time (regular time and overtime) to special events. In 2016, the 
Traffic Unit spent over $2.5 million and almost 34,000 hours 
on special events. Several SPD Traffic Unit officials said that 
the ordinance revisions increased their administrative 
workload, due to additional event planning meetings, and yet 
the unit’s staffing was not increased.  

Given the reported increase in special events workload that resulted 
from implementation of the ordinance, both SPD and SEO should 
consider whether staffing related to special events should be increased. 

 

Recommendation 7 The Seattle Police Department and the Special Events Office should 
review the administrative workload associated with special events 
and consider whether they should increase the staffing allocated to 
these functions. 
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EVENT PLANNING AND STAFFING 
 

 

Section Overview 

 

We assessed SPD’s processes for determining the number of officers at 
special events and found that SPD’s approach generally reflects many 
aspects of best practice guidance.17 However, we also identified key 
areas for improvement, including more detailed reviews of staffing 
plans, formal documentation of event planning expectations, and 
consistent after action evaluations of event staffing levels. We 
recommend that SPD regularly track event staffing data (by event and 
event type) and implement an automated workforce scheduling 
system. Additionally, we recommend the City Council and the Mayor 
consider amending SMC 11.50.380 to allow non-sworn personnel to 
override traffic signals so that SPD can use non-sworn personnel to 
perform more special events work that is primarily a traffic-directing 
function. 

In our review of SPD’s practices for staffing special events, we focused 
on SPD’s processes for determining special event staffing levels and 
controls for minimizing unnecessary staffing costs. We did not assess 
staffing levels at individual events, and we did not evaluate the policing 
strategies or tactics SPD employs at special events.  

 

SPD’s Event Staffing 
Level Planning 
Generally Reflects 
Federal Best Practice 
Guidance 

Scheduling the appropriate number of officers at special events is 
essential to ensuring public and officer safety both at the event and 
throughout the city and to ensuring officers are not working 
unnecessary overtime and events are not overly costly. If an event is 
understaffed, police at the event may not be able to respond adequately 
to public safety threats that occur at the event; if the event is 
overstaffed, the department will have overspent its resources or 
misdirected staff from other operational priorities.  

SPD personnel reported to us that they make decisions about the 
number of officers necessary for special events on an event-by-event 
basis, without reference to a staffing model or template. The process 
followed at SPD is similar to the processes in place at the four police 
departments we surveyed and is in accordance with the event planning 

                                                             
17 For best practices criteria, we relied primarily on two documents published by the U.S. Department of Justice: Planning and 
Managing Security for Major Special Events: Guidelines for Law Enforcement, published in 2007, and Managing Large-Scale 
Security Events: A Planning Primer for Local Law Enforcement Agencies, published in 2013. We also conducted a literature search 
for additional online materials and we interviewed Edward Connors (with the non-profit Institute for Law and Justice and the 
principal author of the 2007 report above). See Appendix C for additional information about our review of best practices and 
SPD’s processes for determining staffing levels at special events. 
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guidance and best practices we identified. In the federal event planning 
guidance we reviewed and in our discussions with police event staffing 
professionals, we did not identify any generic staffing models that 
police departments should follow to ensure individual events are 
staffed in the most cost-effective manner. Rather, these resources 
concurred that special event staffing decisions are based on 
professional judgment and vary by event and event contingencies.  

Nonetheless, best practice guidance indicates that there are certain 
event attributes or criteria that police departments should assess when 
determining the staffing level for a special event. Examples of these 
criteria include prior experience with an event, expected attendance, 
type of event (e.g., community parade or music festival), event location, 
starting time and duration, and numerous other elements that vary for 
each event, such as whether alcohol will be sold, the role of private 
security, and the cost of admission. Every SPD event planner we spoke 
with described an approach to setting event staffing levels that included 
consideration of these types of factors, and we also saw evidence of 
this consideration in many of the SPD staffing plans and after action 
reports we reviewed.   

Best practice guidance also indicates key steps that police departments 
should take when planning police services at special events. Some of 
these include: 

• Identification of a lead planner and a core team to oversee 
major decision making, 

• Meetings between police department planners, event 
organizers, and other key stakeholders (e.g., other 
departments and affected jurisdictions),  

• Assessment of threats and risks throughout planning and 
right up until the event, 

• Planning for worst case scenarios as appropriate (this 
planning may be very different for a small community parade 
versus a large festival),  

• Identification of all posts, including supervisors and relief 
officers, the types of skills needed (e.g., Canine, Traffic, 
SWAT), and the lengths of shifts, 

• Structuring event operations similarly to traditional patrol 
operations, to ensure clear levels of command and to facilitate 
communication, 

• Maintenance of staffing resources for regular patrol 
operations, and 
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• Writing after action reports that capture internal and external 
feedback and document lessons learned.  

We compared SPD’s processes to those recommended as best 
practices, and we found that SPD’s processes consistently include  
many of these steps. Areas in which we recommend improvements are 
described in the following sections.    

 

Independent Review of 
Staffing Plans and Event 
Oversight Could be 
Improved 

Until 2016, the event staffing plans created by the precincts and special 
units (Traffic and Harbor) often received little or no independent review 
and approval (i.e., review and approval by personnel outside of the 
precinct or unit chain of command). The staffing costs for these events 
were charged against SPOC’s budget, but SPOC management did not 
always review the staffing levels for these events.  

Since 2016, independent review and oversight of event staffing 
decisions has increased with the initiation of a weekly meeting between 
the leadership and personnel of SPOC, the individual SPD precincts, the 
SPD Traffic and Harbor Units, the Special Events Office (SEO), and SPD 
Finance. At these meetings, event planners from each precinct, Harbor, 
and Traffic discuss past and future events that will be staffed by their 
personnel. They can ask questions of SEO, and they present their 
general staffing approach, describing how many individuals they plan 
to schedule by rank. SPOC leadership can also ask questions about the 
planned staffing level for an upcoming event or whether staffing for a 
past event was appropriate. For upcoming events that are discussed, 
the SPOC Captain or Assistant Chief can suggest a revision to a staffing 
plan or give verbal approval of the proposed staffing level.  

The weekly SPOC meetings have increased independent review and 
oversight of event staffing decisions throughout the department, but 
there are still gaps that must be addressed.  

• Written plans are not reviewed and discussion is limited to 
number of personnel anticipated: Events are often discussed 
at the SPOC meeting before a formal staffing plan has been 
drafted, and so planners present only the number of officers 
and supervisors they anticipate scheduling. For example, at 
the meetings we attended, discussion did not include roll call 
times or end times or the number of squads or shifts to be 
scheduled. Because officers can work varying length shifts 
and work in vastly different squad sizes, the total number of 
individuals only tells you one aspect of the staffing level, and 
the associated cost, for an event.  

• Approval of staffing plans is not consistently documented: 
SPOC management’s approval of staffing plans at the 
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meetings is verbal, and, as described above, does not include 
review of the actual documented event staffing plan. Further, 
we saw very few staffing plans that included documented 
review or approval from either SPOC or precinct management. 

• Some events are discussed six to nine months before they 
occur: Events are put on the SPOC meeting agenda when SEO 
receives a permit application, and this could be six or more 
months before the event will occur. A key aspect of event 
planning involves assessing risks and updating plans as 
needed if risks change. For this reason, it would make sense 
for SPOC to ensure events are discussed again no more than a 
couple of months before the event is scheduled to occur. 

• Not all events are discussed: Most events on the Seattle 
Center grounds are not discussed at the SPOC meetings.  

To ensure all event staffing decisions receive sufficient independent 
review, SPD needs to clarify the goals of the weekly SPOC meetings 
and ensure all event plans are adequately reviewed in the immediate 
months preceding an event. Further, discussion of events at the weekly 
SPOC meetings should be expanded to include more details about the 
staffing plan, discussion should accompany review of draft plans that 
include schedule and shift details, and approval of plans should 
consistently be documented in writing. 

 

Systematic Reviews of 
Events Hours or Costs is 
Needed 

SPD personnel reported to us that currently there is no regular 
systematic tracking of event hours or costs by event or event type, and 
no one compares the reviewed staffing plan with the actual hours spent 
working an event. Tracking and analyzing event hours and costs would 
allow SPD to detect staffing and cost trends, identify events that 
require more staff than others of the same type, and model how 
adjustments to staffing (e.g., using more Parking Enforcement Officers 
or volunteers or requiring moving events, such as parades, to use an 
alternative route) could achieve efficiencies and impact costs. 
Comparing planned with actual staffing would allow SPD to identify 
gaps in the current review process, document issues with scheduling 
and staff availability, and assess how staffing plans change from one 
year to the next. SPD Fiscal reported to us that they attempted to 
compare estimated to actual hours for 2015 events and found that in 
some cases actuals significantly exceeded estimates.  
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Incentives to Overstaff 
and Potential Conflicts 
of Interest 

One key reason independent review and oversight is necessary is that, 
as SPD personnel explained to us, there can be incentives to having 
more staff than may be necessary at events. This is because SPD 
planners want to err on the side of caution to minimize risks to the 
public and officer safety, and because it can be difficult (and in some 
cases impossible) to increase event staffing quickly if needed. 
Independent review of event plans can help ensure SPD event planners 
are consistent in how they weigh and plan for risk.  

Independent review is also necessary to mitigate the conflict of interest 
created when the same individual creates event staffing plans and 
works event overtime. This arrangement is common at SPD, and at the 
other police departments we surveyed, because the individual planning 
the event is often the most knowledgeable about the event details and 
SPD’s plan of operations for the event. However, the arrangement also 
presents the risk that individuals could intentionally increase the 
staffing levels at events to increase the overtime available for 
themselves or their colleagues. This risk is exacerbated when there isn’t 
sufficient independent review of staffing plans or event-related 
overtime documents. 

For example, Seattle Center events are staffed and often worked by the 
same sergeant in the West Precinct, and this supervisor also often 
signs the Event Summary Forms (which track the hours worked by 
individual officers at events) for these events. Most Seattle Center 
events are not discussed at the SPOC meetings, and so there is no 
independent review of these staffing plans before the events. This 
means that the same individual plans the event, schedules staff for the 
event, works the event, and approves the overtime forms for the event 
with no additional layer of management review.   

 

Additional Process 
Improvements Are 
Needed 

Additional areas in which SPD could improve their processes for 
determining staffing levels include the following:  

• Development of Scalable Plans: A recommended practice in 
planning for large events is the development of scalable plans 
that specify how staffing can be adjusted up or down as 
intelligence is updated for an event. Some of the SPD event 
plans we reviewed specified how staffing could be increased if 
needed, but none of the plans specified how staffing could be 
reduced either before or during the event (although one after 
action report described how staffing was reduced during the 
event when attendance was lower than anticipated). Although 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement for SPD’s officers 
specifies that officers must receive 3 hours of overtime pay if 
their overtime shift is cancelled less than 72 hours before the 
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event, SPD could still achieve cost savings by sending officers 
home from events as soon as they are no longer needed, and 
formal planning should include this contingency.  

One reason scalable plans are important is because it can be 
difficult to estimate the attendance of an event. Several SPOC 
officers and other sworn SPD personnel reported to us that 
attendance forecasting is complicated and can be inaccurate. 
For example, SPD personnel reported to us that in 2016, 
staffing for the Torchlight Parade was higher than necessary 
because attendance ended up being substantially lower than 
expected.18 In addition, at a November 2016 Black Lives Matter 
protest attended by one of our auditors, attendance was 
expected by SPD to be around 2,000 but was closer to 200.  

• After Action Reports: A key recommended best practice is 
the writing of after action reports to document whether event 
staffing was sufficient and appropriate, in addition to 
documenting other lessons learned from the event. All the 
SPD event planners we met with emphasized the importance 
of experience with previous events when planning staffing for 
an upcoming event. However, during our file review of 68 
events, SPD could locate only 12 after action reports. SPD 
event planners explained to us that, although after action 
reports can be valuable sources of information about event 
operations and staffing, they generally complete formal 
reports only when requested by SPD management or when 
there was a major issue at an event.  

During our audit, SPD developed a new Special Event After 
Action Form designed to capture event staffing information 
for all special events. The form requires event personnel to 
document and evaluate event staffing, and it also asks for 
staffing suggestions for future similar events. This 
improvement, once fully implemented, will increase the 
consistency of information tracked about the adequacy and 
appropriateness of event staffing levels and will facilitate 
future event planning and analysis of staffing levels. SPD 
should continue implementing the new form and ensure 
guidance about its use is documented in the department’s 
policies and procedures, including who is responsible for 
completing the form, how event input is to be solicited, and 
when forms are due.   

                                                             
18 In 2016, SPD used 694 people, 5,470 hours, and $353,664 in wages to police the Torchlight Parade; in 2015 SPD used 598 
people, 4,897 hours, and $340,129 in wages. 
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• External Feedback: Only one of the after action reports we 
reviewed discussed getting feedback from the event 
organizer. Feedback from organizers could provide useful 
information to SPD planners about staffing levels and other 
aspects of event operations. SPD should also incorporate after 
action information from other entities involved with an event 
when possible. For example, the Special Event Committee 
(SEC) has a process of capturing after-event information 
about permitted events in its regular meeting minutes, and 
these notes include comments from the multiple entities that 
are involved with events. SPD should work with the SEC to 
solicit this information and include it in SPD’s after action 
reports as appropriate. 

 

Event Planning 
Documentation is 
Inconsistent 

In our review of SPD’s staffing plans, we saw a wide range in how 
staffing plans were documented and how much detail they included. 
For example, one precinct event planner created an Incident Action 
Plan for every event, another often created only a staff roster, and 
another could not provide any documentation of staffing plans for the 
prior year.  

Additionally, the details included in Incident Action Plans themselves 
varied widely—we reviewed Incident Action Plans that included little 
more than a staff roster, while others were comprehensive event plans 
with event details and communication plans, among other information. 
Moreover, although SPOC is supposed to be the central repository for 
all staffing plans, we had to work with event planners throughout SPD 
to locate the staffing plans in our sample that were not created by SPOC 
(e.g., for precinct- or Traffic-planned events). 

 

Policies and Procedures 
Need to Document 
Event Planning 
Expectations and After 
Action Requirements 

Since 2016, SPD has been working to improve the oversight of event 
staffing decisions (e.g., through SPOC’s reviews of staffing plans) and 
the consistency of event planning documentation (e.g., after action 
reports). These are excellent first steps, but they were recently 
implemented, are still evolving, and have not been formally 
documented in policies and procedures. 

Section 14.100 of SPD’s Department Manual covers special event 
planning. Although this document lists responsibilities for the various 
elements of planning special events, it does not specify how staffing 
decisions are to be made (e.g., what criteria must be evaluated) or how 
staffing plans should be documented. The manual also does not discuss 
when plans require review and approval or how approval should be 
documented, and it does not specify which unit in SPD is responsible 
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for oversight of event staffing decisions or how this oversight should be 
implemented. For example, the manual does not describe the weekly 
SPOC meetings, the objectives or role of the meetings, and who has 
authority (and responsibility) to approve event staffing plans.  

The manual also does not address the key elements staffing plans 
should include, such as specific steps for providing relief to scheduled 
officers or guidance on whether to schedule on duty resources or 
officers on overtime. Some event planners told us that they always try 
to use on duty resources to minimize overtime costs, while others 
schedule overtime because patrol is already understaffed. SPD should 
clarify the department’s priorities and provide guidance to event 
planners.  

Section 14.010 of SPD’s Department Manual discusses after action 
reports. As we describe above, after action reports are a recommended 
practice in event planning, and SPD personnel reported to us that, as of 
mid-2017, completion of a new Special Event After Action Form is 
required after all special events. However, SPD’s manual section on 
after action reports does not yet reflect this requirement. 

 

Recommendation 8 SPD needs to improve oversight of event staffing plans decisions by 
ensuring: 

a. Independent reviews of event staffing include schedule and 
shift details, 

b. All event plans are independently reviewed, including those 
for events at the Seattle Center, and 

c. Plans are reviewed, or updated, in the months immediately 
preceding an event.  

In addition, SPD needs to ensure Special Event After Action Forms are 
completed for all special events, in accordance with the practice 
implemented in early 2017. 

 

Recommendation 9 SPD needs to update its policies and procedures that address Special 
Event Planning and After Action Reports. Policies and procedures 
should specify: 

a. How staffing decisions are to be made (e.g., what criteria 
must be evaluated) and how plans should be documented. 

b. When plans require formal independent review and 
approval, who is responsible for this review, and how this 
approval is to be documented.  
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c. The goals of the weekly SPOC meetings and SPOC’s 
oversight responsibility for event staffing decisions and 
planning, including what this oversight should include.  

d. How after action information for special events should be 
documented and archived for future use (i.e., describe 
requirements for SPD’s new Special Event After Action 
Form).   

In addition, SPD’s policies and procedures should ensure that: 

e. Staffing plans include options for releasing officers early if 
resource needs decrease during an event.   

f. Staffing levels are assessed, and these assessments should 
be documented, after all special events. These assessments 
should include feedback from external parties (e.g., event 
organizers and Special Event Committee members) when 
feasible. 

Once updated, SPD should ensure compliance with policies and 
procedures related to special events. 

 

Recommendation 10 SPD should begin regular tracking of event staffing information, 
including trends in event hours and costs by event and event type and 
perform comparisons between estimated (or planned) staffing with 
actual staffing at events. 

 

 

Manual Methods Are 
Used to Schedule and 
Draft Event Personnel 

As discussed in the Special Event Staffing Analysis appendix 
(Appendix C), SPOC prepares the staffing plans and schedules the 
officers for large or complex events and assists with scheduling officers 
for many smaller special events. Large events usually require SPD to 
draft personnel to work, because there are often not enough volunteers 
to staff the City’s largest festivals, parades, or protests (e.g., July 4 
events). SPD tries not to draft Patrol officers to avoid reducing staffing 
for regular police work (e.g., so that enough officers are available to 
respond to 911 calls), and the order in which officers from Patrol 
watches19 must be drafted is specified in the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement (CBA). The pool of personnel available to draft can be quite 
small after eliminating Patrol by watch per CBA rules, the personnel 
who are not available for draft due to their job function, and 
management approved draft exemptions. SPOC estimates the draft 

                                                             
19 A Patrol watch is a work shift for a sworn Patrol officer (e.g., 2 p.m. to 11 p.m.). 
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pool consists of about 130 non-Patrol personnel (mainly detectives and 
Training officers). 

SPD does not have an automated workforce scheduling system to 
assist with this drafting effort.  Instead, SPOC must rely on daily faxed 
schedules for the 15 different Patrol shifts (3 per precinct) and from the 
other SPD sections and on manual reviews of SPD personnel 
information. Even with these manual methods, SPOC still does not have 
complete visibility over who is working each shift on a given day due to 
schedule changes not being updated20 and exemptions21 that aren’t 
centrally tracked. The lack of an automated workforce scheduling 
system makes it difficult for SPOC to know who is truly available to 
work (i.e., isn’t on leave or on limited duty), who is eligible for the 
assignment, and who has the necessary skills and training. Other 
factors that must be considered are staffing selection equity and 
whether an officer has already exceeded SPD’s maximum work hour 
thresholds or has already been scheduled to work too many hours 
without a break. Without an electronic workforce scheduling system, 
SPOC staff are using manual processes to schedule staff for large 
upcoming events and to identify who is available to respond to an 
immediate emergency or a non-permitted protest. This process is both 
time consuming and at risk of errors, which we describe below.  

Other jurisdictions use workforce scheduling and timekeeping systems 
(i.e., Telestaff and KRONOS) and resource allocation systems. Several 
officials from these jurisdictions stated that these systems work well 
and create efficiencies in event planning. We received this feedback 
from six other police departments we surveyed during our 2016 audit 
of SPD’s Overtime Controls.22 In addition, a former SPOC official who 
used workforce scheduling tools while working for the City of Tucson 
Police Department confirmed their effectiveness. Without such a 
system, SPD must continue relying on inefficient manual scheduling 
methods.  

There are additional issues with SPOC’s manual staff scheduling and 
personnel drafting processes: 

• Exemptions – We were told by SPOC officials that 
exemptions from special events make the draft process 
difficult, as they reduce the number of officers who can be 
drafted. Further, captains have a lot of leeway to grant 
exemptions to their staff, and there is no accurate central list 
of current exemptions that SPOC can refer to. As a result, it is 

                                                             
20 According to SPOC, there is about a 20% error rate with the accuracy of personnel shift codes. 
21 An exemption is permission granted by management for a staff member to not be available for a draft assignment. 
22 http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/CityAuditor/auditreports/PublishedReport-Corrected-04_22_16.pdf 

http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/CityAuditor/auditreports/PublishedReport-Corrected-04_22_16.pdf
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difficult for SPOC to successfully draft a specific number of 
officers. For example, SPOC said they drafted 30 more people 
than they estimated they would need for the 2016 Pride 
Parade, but ended up 10 short, partly due to exemptions that 
SPOC was not aware of (and also due to No Shows, which are 
discussed below). For this event, SPOC had to use on-duty 
Patrol personnel to make up for the shortfall. 

• Sworn Staff Doing Administrative Work – Currently, SPOC 
uses sworn personnel to perform most of the special event 
staff scheduling functions. SPOC officials said that without a 
workforce scheduling system in place, a sworn police officer is 
needed to execute these functions. However, if SPD 
implemented an automated technology solution, sworn staff 
could establish the rules and protocols for the system and 
civilian staff could then execute the administrative tasks of 
scheduling personnel and obtaining other resources needed 
for events.   

 

Recommendation 11 SPD should pursue a technology solution, such as a workforce 
scheduling system, to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 
event staffing functions. Then, SPD should re-evaluate all event 
planning tasks to determine what could be done by civilians and what 
must be done by sworn staff.  

 

 

No Show and Sick Call 
Ins Affect Event Staffing 

When a draft is required to staff a special event, SPOC needs to draft 
enough personnel to account for potential “No Shows” and “Sick Call 
Ins.”  A No Show is someone who does not show up or provide notice 
they won’t make it to the event, and a Sick Call In is a person drafted to 
work who calls in sick the day of the event. SPOC officials said they 
generally overdraft by 5 to 15 percent to account for personnel who 
don’t show up or call in sick for an event.   

We noted several issues regarding No Shows and Sick Call Ins for 
special events work: 

• No Policies and Procedures - There are no SPD policies and 
procedures addressing how No Shows and Sick Call Ins should 
be handled for special events drafts (e.g., how much to 
overdraft). 

• Lack of Consequences – According to some SPD officials, 
there are no consequences for No Shows and Sick Call Ins, 
even for repeat occurrences. However, other SPD officials told 
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us that if people don’t show up for an event without notice, 
their name is turned in to the Office of Professional 
Accountability (OPA) for investigation. The former Director of 
OPA told us that OPA has not received any No Show reports 
that he can remember.  

• Lack of Tracking – We were told by a SPOC official that SPOC 
tracks No Shows. However, when we reviewed this tracking in 
December 2016, there were only ten names listed for all of 
2015 and one name listed for 2016.  So, either the No Show 
tracking did not occur consistently in 2015 and 2016, or people 
were calling in sick instead. The OPA Director said people call 
in sick at the last minute and there is nothing that can be done 
due to SPD’s sick leave policy. An SPD official stated that the 
department is now tracking No Shows and Sick Call Ins for 
draft events.   

• Call in Sick and Get Paid Sick Leave – SPD officials told us 
personnel drafted for special events can call in sick the day of 
the event and get paid for sick leave if it is their normally 
scheduled day off. In other words, an officer can get paid for 
sick leave on a regularly scheduled day off if they call in right 
before the event.  

• Problems for Post-Oriented Work (Traffic) – SPD Traffic 
officials said No Shows are a big problem for events like 
parades and marathons, because there are fixed posts (e.g., 
intersections) that must be covered with a certain number of 
people.  For example, in 2016, there were eight posts for the 
Pride Parade that could not be covered due to absences so 
SPD had to spread out available personnel to compensate for 
this.  

• Lack of Prior Year Data – SPD event planners do not have 
data on the number of staff absences from the prior year for 
the events, which could help with planning the current event. 
This information could be tracked in the after action reports 
discussed in Recommendation 8. 

 

Recommendation 12 SPD should improve tracking of personnel absences for special event 
drafts and should review and reconsider the department’s policies for 
No Show’s and when employees call in sick the day of an event. 
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Use of Sworn Personnel 
to Direct Traffic at 
Special Events 

A substantial amount of SPD sworn officers’ hours at special events is 
spent on traffic-directing functions. For example, the following 
categories of events primarily involve traffic-directing functions. In 
2016:  

• Professional Sports and University of Washington Stadium 
events used sworn officers for 36,691 hours and paid them 
$2,662,383 in wages.  

• Athletic events used sworn officers for 5,841 hours and paid 
them $432,696 in wages.  

• Seattle Center Garage and Traffic Detail used sworn officers 
for 918 hours and paid them $66,540 in wages. 

For the above categories, wages to sworn personnel totaled about $3.2 
million for over 43,000 hours of work in 2016.   

We recognize that SPD personnel are responsible for ensuring public 
safety at the same time they are performing special events traffic 
directing functions. However, given the number of hours sworn 
personnel spend on traffic-centric events, and the cost of using them to 
provide these services (to both event organizers and the City), SPD, the 
City Council, and the Mayor should explore options for using non-
sworn personnel for some of this work. For example, San Diego uses 
non-sworn part-time hourly employees, known as Special Event Traffic 
Controllers (SETC’s), to provide traffic directing services at special 
events. SETCs are authorized by ordinance to direct traffic on San 
Diego city streets and cost about one-third of the cost of a sworn 
officer. Many events are staffed primarily with SETCs. For example, 
marathons are staffed with about 90% SETC’s and 10% sworn 
personnel. 

It should be noted that doing this in Seattle would require a change to 
Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) 11.50.380, as only sworn personnel are 
currently allowed to override a traffic signal.  
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2016 Seattle Rock and Roll Marathon. Source: Office of City Auditor 

 

Recommendation 13 The City Council and the Mayor should evaluate the special events 
work SPD officers perform that is primarily a traffic-directing 
function and consider whether it could be handled by non-sworn 
personnel. We recognize this would require revising Seattle Municipal 
Code11.50.380 covering the authority to override traffic signals.  
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SPECIAL EVENT ADMINISTRATIVE 
FUNCTIONS 

 

 

Section Overview In this section, we describe the results of our assessment of controls 
over key special event administrative functions, including billing and 
payment processes at SPD (for reimbursable events) and SEO (for 
permitted events), SEO’s processes for administering the Special Event 
Permit process, event tracking by SPD and SEO, and SPD payroll 
coding and approvals for special events work. We also discuss the need 
for event-level reporting that identifies the cost impact of SPD officers 
working at special events (i.e., presents the direct costs incurred by 
SPD and any fees or reimbursements paid by the event organizer for 
SPD’s services).   

 

Reimbursable Event Administrative Functions 

 
Reconciliation of 
Planned to Actual Hours 
Could Improve Billing 
Accuracy 

The SPD Fiscal Accounts Receivable (AR) Accountant creates monthly 
invoices for police services for the reimbursable events in the City’s 
Summit AR system. Invoices are based on queries of SPD’s payroll 
system for police hours worked by event activity ID. The manager of 
SPD’s Fiscal section reviews invoices before they are mailed to the 
customers along with the supporting details. The manager relies on the 
accuracy of the payroll system data and does not reconcile or compare 
planned police hours for special events to hours recorded in the payroll 
system.  

Without reconciling hours planned for an event with the hours that 
were ultimately coded to the event, there is the risk that SPD Fiscal will 
not identify a coding issue that could affect billing accuracy. If special 
event hours are not properly coded to the event-specific activity ID, 
billing based on these hours will be inaccurate, and SPD Fiscal would 
not be able to identify this issue without a reconciliation to planned 
hours. This risk is higher given the issues noted below under Special 
Event Payroll Time Coding, particularly related to whether regular time 
worked by SPD personnel for events is accurately coded and billed.   

 

Recommendation 14 SPD Fiscal should periodically compare planned reimbursable event 
police hours and expenses to actual hours to help ensure all hours are 
properly billed to the event organizers. 
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Permitting Administrative Functions 
 

Manual Distribution of 
Permit Applications  

Event organizers submit their Special Event Permit Application forms 
and supporting documents to the Special Events Office (SEO), which 
reviews and then forwards them to the Special Events (SE) Committee 
members to review. Permit applications are then discussed at the 
monthly SE Committee meetings, where representatives from the 
various departments, including SPD, can raise any concerns. SEO’s 
current process to distribute permit applications to SE committee 
members is manual and inefficient, because each permit document 
package must be emailed to committee members separately. It is not 
uncommon for SEO to send over 20 permit packages in a month, 
especially before the busiest summertime special events months. The 
use of technology, such as a Customer Relations Management (CRM) 
system, would eliminate the need to send emails, centralize events 
recordkeeping, and improve efficiency.  

 

Event Numbering and 
Tracking 

SPD and SEO track the same special events with different event 
numbers. As a result, there can potentially be several different tracking 
numbers for the same event used by the departments involved with 
special events. This causes confusion and inefficiencies, as it is difficult 
to track a single event in multiple systems or over several years. The 
use of a technology solution, such as a CRM system, could eliminate 
this duplication of effort. Further, the implementation of a standardized 
event numbering scheme could simplify event tracking between 
departments and facilitate tracking the same event (or similar events) 
over time. 

 

Recommendation 15  The Office of Economic Development and the Seattle Police 
Department should consider investing in a Customer Relationship 
Management System (CRM) to improve the efficiency of the special 
events permit application review and event tracking functions. This 
system should facilitate tracking each event with a unique identifier 
and event numbering scheme that facilitates tracking the same event 
(or similar events) over time. 
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Billing and Payment 
Processing 

The SEO Permit Admin prepares the permit fee invoices, which include 
the fees for police services. The invoicing process is manual and time 
consuming and each fee is itemized on the invoice. The Permit 
Specialist enters the permit fee information into the SPECTRE23 
database, posts the payments to the database, and reviews and 
reconciles customer account balances. At the time of our audit 
fieldwork, SEO staff told us that there was management review of 
invoicing and payments only occasionally or if there were issues with 
an account.  Since that time, SEO management reported they have 
instituted management review of most customer invoices that include 
police fees.    

SEO staff reported to us that most permit customers mail their permit 
fees to SEO or call in with a credit card but a few pay in person in cash 
or check at the SEO office. The Special Events Permit Admin usually 
posts the payments, creates a STORM24 cash receipt document, and 
another individual delivers the payments to the Department of Finance 
and Administrative Services’ Treasury unit for deposit. At the time of 
our audit fieldwork, we were told there was no regular and independent 
(i.e., performed by someone other than the staff who update SPECTRE) 
reconciliation of the SPECTRE database invoice and payment 
information to the deposits posted to STORM and Summit. Since that 
time, SEO management reported they have implemented a monthly 
reconciliation of SPECTRE to Summit.   

We have the following concerns about the permit billing and payment 
processing functions: 

• Segregation of Duties and Lack of Independent Management 
Review – There is a lack of proper segregation of duties if the 
same person can prepare invoices, update invoice and 
payment data to the customer records, open and process 
customer payments, occasionally receive customer payments, 
and review customer accounts. In addition, a regular (i.e., 
monthly) independent review and reconciliation (i.e., 
performed by someone other than staff who update the 
SPECTRE database) of customer account invoice and 
payment information in SPECTRE to FAS deposit records or 
Summit account balances is important to identify any 
potential issues. These internal controls help prevent the risk 
of errors, undetected theft of payments, or customer 
“kickbacks” paid to staff in exchange for a bill reduction. At the 
time of our audit fieldwork, we were told these control steps 
were not regularly occurring. Since that time, SEO 

                                                             
23 SPECTRE is the special event permit database maintained by the Special Events Office. 
24 STORM is the City of Seattle’s cash receipting system. 
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management reported to us they have implemented improved 
controls over invoice review and monthly reconciliation of 
SPECTRE to Summit.  SEO’s control procedures should be 
documented and there should be evidence of management 
invoice approvals (i.e., a signature) and independent 
reconciliation of the database to Summit.     

• Cash Payments at SEO – The practice of accepting cash or 
check payments at SEO, especially in light of the need for 
improved segregation of duties controls described above, 
presents the risk of undetected thefts of payments.   

• Lack of Actual Hours True Up - There should be a 
comparison of actual police hours worked to what was 
estimated and invoiced, and customers should be refunded or 
billed for any difference. Currently, ordinance 124860 
addresses this in regards to refunds but does not address 
billing for additional hours.  In contrast to Seattle’s practice of 
billing event organizers for police services before the event, 
Portland, Denver, San Diego, and San Francisco bill the 
organizer after the event, though they provide an estimate of 
the fees in advance. 

• Late Payments or No Payment Without Penalties – We 
reviewed invoices and payments for 33 permitted events and 
found that 23 organizers (about 70%) paid after the required 
30-day pre-event time frame. No penalties, such as interest 
fees or late charges, were assessed to these delinquent 
customers. For example, in 2016, the Rock and Roll Marathon 
paid two months after the event. SEO indicated this was due 
to the new billing process implemented in 2016 and that many 
invoices were not issued to the event organizers until just 
before 30 days before the events, or when they were 
supposed to be paid. 

• Inefficient Invoicing Process – SEO could improve permit fee 
invoicing efficiency with a technology solution (e.g., a CRM 
system) that has features such as increased automation and 
populated fields for billing.    

 

Recommendation 16 SEO should update their policies and procedures to ensure permit fee 
billing and payment handling procedures include an adequate level of 
segregation of duties. A staff member or manager who does not 
process payments should reconcile SPECTRE to Summit monthly. 
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Recommendation 17 SEO should improve its enforcement of the requirement to pay 
special event permit fees 30 days before the event. SEO should 
follow the City’s standard policy for handling delinquent debt and 
assessing late fees or interest charges for delinquent police services 
debts. 

 

 

Permitted and Reimbursable Events Administration 
 

Special Event Payroll 
Coding for Time Worked 

We reviewed coding of special event time in the SPD payroll system 
during our data analysis work (see details in Appendix A) and 
discussed this topic during audit interviews with SPD officials. We 
identified the following concerns: 

• Regular Time Worked for Events - SPD policy 4.020 
Reporting and Recording Overtime/Out of Classification Pay, 
item 9, covers how to record special event time (overtime and 
regular time), but does not specify that all event time 
(including regular time) must be coded to the event activity. 
We were told by SPD officials in multiple units that personnel 
sometimes record regular time worked for events to the code 
for regular work, instead of to the event code. For example, we 
determined that only 72 percent of total hours worked at the 
Sounders MLS Cup Championship and Rally event were 
accurately coded to the event. Consequently, it’s impossible 
for SPD to use its payroll data to get an accurate count of 
hours worked for special events or for a specific event. This 
results in under-accounting of actual hours worked and 
wages paid for events and leads to SPD underbilling 
reimbursable events for police services. 

• Multiple Events Held on Same Day and Location - When 
there are multiple special events on the same day and in the 
same vicinity – e.g., the day after Thanksgiving when four 
permitted events take place in the downtown core – the same 
SPD personnel often work more than one event and their 
payroll time is often not coded properly to each individual 
event. We saw evidence of this during our audit test work. 
Consequently, the event time tracking is not accurate. 

• Large Seattle Center Events - The three large Seattle Center 
festivals have different police services arrangements for 
different functions. The main Bumbershoot and Bite of Seattle 
festival events obtain police staffing through separate MOUs 
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with SPD and some of the festival-related functions (e.g., 
Folklife Money Room, Bite of Seattle Street Use) obtain police 
staffing through a special events permit.25 SPD time should be 
tracked to the proper activity ID to help ensure proper time 
tracking and billing for the reimbursable events. We found 
this was not occurring for these events.  

• Single Code Used for Multiple Events - There are some 
Activity IDs that are used to charge hours for multiple, similar 
events under one Activity ID; thus, hours are not trackable for 
the individual events that charge to these Activity IDs. 

 

Timekeeping 
Administration and 
Payroll Processing 

We identified the following concerns with timekeeping administration 
and payroll processing functions for special events time: 

• Policies and Procedures for Documentation of Time 
Worked- There are no documented policies and procedures 
covering how to complete Event Summary forms (ESFs), 
which are the supporting documents for SPD time worked for 
special events. Policies and procedures should specify how to 
complete the ESF’s, the approvals required, where to submit 
them (i.e., SPOC, SPD Payroll, etc.), and record retention 
requirements. During our audit work, we found issues with: 

o Employee Signatures – Some ESFs were not signed 
by the employees working the events.  

o Management Approvals - Several ESFs were only 
approved by a sergeant who also worked the event, 
and this represents a conflict of interest or at least the 
appearance of one. 

o Central Records Retention – ESFs are supposed to be 
sent to SPOC for review and approval, and then to SPD 
Payroll for entry. Payroll indicated they do not always 
get the ESFs and our audit test work confirmed that 
SPOC also doesn’t receive all of them. Specifically, 
SPOC does not get all Traffic ESFs and does not get 
them from some precincts. Our 2016 audit of SPD 
overtime controls included a recommendation that 
SPD establish a central repository for overtime 
supporting documents. During our fieldwork on this 
audit of special events staffing, we observed that SPD 
still does not have a central repository for all 

                                                             
25 There is no MOU for the Folklife festival event but SPD services are provided. 
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supporting documents for special event time, though 
SPOC is supposed to be that repository.  

• Event Time Entry to Payroll System – According to SPD 
Payroll, special event time should not be entered by SPD 
sections or precincts.  However, SPD precincts and sections 
sometimes enter their event time. The SPD Payroll Supervisor 
said some detectives enter their own event time directly on 
their own timesheets, which is not appropriate. Special event 
time is supposed to be entered by SPD Payroll staff. 

 

Recommendation 18 SPD should update and enforce its special event payroll policies and 
procedures, including those addressing payroll time coding, 
management approvals, and timekeeping functions. SPD should 
implement controls to ensure:  

a. regular time worked for special events is coded to the event  

b. time is coded to the accurate event code, including time for 

i. multiple events held on the same day 

ii. large Seattle Center events/festivals 

c. special event time is entered only by SPD Payroll staff 

 

 

Event Reporting and 
Accounting for 
Revenues and Expenses 

SPD Finance produces monthly reports on overtime usage that 
includes special events as a category.  However, SPD does not produce 
reports at the event-level that highlight: 

• Total hours worked (including overtime and regular time) 

• Total wages paid  

• Total number of staff or number of shifts worked  

• Above information for prior year or recent years 

We were told by the SPD Assistant Chief over special events at the time 
of our audit fieldwork that he only received event-level reports if the 
event involved a draft of SPD personnel or he specifically requests the 
report. We were also told by several officials in SPD, Seattle Center, and 
SEO that these reports would be useful to assist with management 
decision-making. Seattle Center specifically would like to receive 
reports on all Seattle Center events, those that receive police staffing 
through the Seattle Center MOU and those that are billed directly to the 
organizer based on separate MOU’s. 
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Currently, SPD generates reports that match revenues from 
reimbursable events against wage costs; however, the reports do not 
factor in the additional direct costs that are discussed earlier in this 
report. Police fees for permitted events are not matched against 
expenses or even reported to SPD. The relationship of the costs of 
staffing events to the fees received could be important to decision 
makers. Reports should be produced that compare event revenues (i.e., 
police fees for permitted events and payments for reimbursable events) 
to event expenses (i.e., SPD wages for working events, related benefits, 
equipment operations and maintenance expenses [e.g., vehicles or 
motorcycles], and other direct expenses such as food and 
transportation), so that City decision makers can see this relationship.   

 

Recommendation 19 Event-level reporting should be produced regularly by SPD and 
distributed to key special events decision makers in SPD, SEO, 
Seattle Center, and the City Budget Office. This reporting should 
match police fee revenues to police event expenses because the 
relationship of the costs of staffing events to the fees received could 
affect decisions about managing costs. Reports should include hours 
worked (including overtime and regular time), wages paid, number of 
staff or shifts worked, and comparative information from prior years. 
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 OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND 
METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Objectives Because this audit was required by Ordinance 124860, we developed 
our audit objectives to address the requirements outlined in the 
ordinance related to SPD’s staffing of permitted special events. This 
included reviewing SPD’s planning, authorization, staffing levels, 
attendance, and payment of officers for permitted special events. We 
also included special events that are not permitted and receive police 
services based on a contract or a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) with SPD (i.e., reimbursable events). We included these types of 
special events within our audit scope because the police staffing 
activities are similar and related to those for the permitted events. The 
primary objectives of this audit were to: 

1. Special Events Ordinance Revisions and Other Policy 
Considerations: Determine how the ordinance revisions 
affected special events police services, including events 
governance, police fees, and cost recovery of police expenses. 
Review policies related to special events police services. 

2. Special Events Police Fees and Cost Recovery: Review the 
City’s fee structures for the different types of special events and 
determine whether permitted events are categorized 
appropriately. Determine the City’s level of cost recovery for 
police services expenses for permitted and reimbursable special 
events and compare to other cities.  

3. SPD Event Planning and Staffing: Determine whether SPD has: 
implemented sufficient management controls to ensure police 
staffing levels for special events have been adequately planned, 
reviewed, and approved; adequately addressed risk 
management (i.e., public and officer safety); and conformed to 
best practices guidance.    

4. Special Events Police Services Administrative Functions: 
Determine whether SPD’s internal controls ensure special event 
hours are tracked, processed, recorded, and paid accurately. 
Determine whether SPD’s and the Special Events Office (SEO) 
internal controls ensure police fees are calculated and billed 
accurately, payments are processed accurately and 
appropriately, and any delinquent accounts are handled 
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properly. Determine whether SPD adequately tracks and 
reports special events time and expenses.  

 

Scope We reviewed current and recent SPD and SEO policies, procedures, and 
practices for special events police services, with a greater focus on 
current operations. However, we did not review SPD’s tactics for 
policing special events. For our data analysis work, we reviewed payroll 
and special event permit records for 2010 through 2016, and analyzed 
special events trends and statistics, as required by the ordinance. We 
reviewed SPD and SEO documents from 2015 and 2016 for our audit 
test work.   

We conducted an audit of internal controls for special events police 
staffing functions. We evaluated whether there were adequate controls 
in place, whether there was compliance with controls, and whether 
management was properly monitoring special event police staffing 
controls and following up on any issues. The basic categories of 
controls we included within our audit were: 

Special Events Ordinance Revisions and Other Policies: 

• Police fee policies for event categories 

• Permitting governance  

• Categorization of permitted events 

• Method of obtaining event police services – permit or MOU 

• Use of sworn personnel for special events work 

Police Fees and Cost Recovery: 

• Methodologies for determining police fees 

• Cost recovery of police expenses 

Event Planning and Staffing: 

• Staffing levels 

• Staffing plans 

• Obtaining staffing resources 

• Management monitoring 

• Staffing attendance – No Shows and Sick Call Ins 

Special Events Administrative Functions: 

• Policies and procedures 

• Permit application and review 
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• Event tracking  

• Tracking SPD time worked 

• Timekeeping and payroll processing 

• Contract/MOU agreements for reimbursable events 

• Police fees billing, payment processing, and delinquent 
accounts 

• Special event reporting 

• Accounting for police fee revenues and expenses 

 

Methodology We based our conclusions on several types of audit work, including 
reviews of documents, observations, audit test work, data analysis, and 
benchmarking. Specifically, we: 

• Interviewed SPD, SEO, Seattle Center and other City officials, 
including sworn commanders/management of fourteen SPD 
sections. In total, we interviewed 31 SPD officials;26 

• Reviewed special events policies and procedures, reports, and 
other documentation (e.g., collective bargaining agreements); 

• Observed the Seattle Police Operations Center’s (SPOC process 
for creating an event staffing plan (i.e., Incident Action Plan 
[IAP]);  

• Observed SEO’s processing of a special events permit, including 
creating the invoice and processing the payment;  

• Attended two Special Events Committee Meetings and five 
weekly SPD event planning meetings; 

• Attended five special events to observe police operations; 

• Conducted a review of police event staffing best practices;  

• Analyzed and summarized payroll data on special events time 
worked from 2010 through 2016 (see Appendix A);  

• Conducted audit test work by reviewing: 

o A judgmental sample of staffing plans and supporting 
documentation for 68 events, 

                                                             
26 We interviewed SPD management from Budget and Finance, Fiscal, Payroll, Contracts, Traffic (including the Parking 
Enforcement unit), Education and Training, Special Operations Center (SPOC), Harbor, Southwest Precinct, East Precinct, North 
Precinct, South Precinct, West Precinct, and Audit and Policy. 
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o A sample of 33 special event permits, supporting 
invoices, payment receipts, and event summary forms, 
and 

o A sample of 15 reimbursable event MOU’s, invoices, and 
payment receipts, 

• Conducted cost recovery analysis on 13 events comparing 
actual wage costs from SPD payroll data to invoiced amounts; 
and 

• Surveyed four cities to learn about their policies and procedures 
for staffing special events police work and cost recovery. We 
surveyed: Portland, Oregon; Denver; San Diego; and San 
Francisco. See Appendix E for the results of our survey work. 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that 
we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence 
to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on 
our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives.   

We used the judgmental method to determine our samples selected for 
our audit test work. The results of our audit test work cannot be 
projected to the population of all special events staffed by SPD, as we 
did not select a random sample. Rather, we designed our sample to 
ensure we included different types of events planned by different SPD 
entities.  
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APPENDIX A 

Seattle Police Department (SPD) Payroll Data Analysis and 
Conclusions 
 

Scope and Methodology 

The data we used spanned January 1, 2010 through December 31, 2016. We used ACL, Excel, and Tableau 
software to perform our data analysis.  

We accessed SPD payroll data from two sources: 1) the Department of Finance and Administration Services’ 
extracts of payroll data from the Human Resources Information System (HRIS), and 2) SPD. 

Payroll data from HRIS are “raw” (i.e., the data have not been subject to any review or processing by a human). 
We used ACL to analyze these data and encountered many questions related to coding anomalies, and worked 
closely with SPD to resolve our questions and clean the data. We eventually decided to use SPD’s “refined 
payroll data” that had already been analyzed and cleaned. After each pay period, staff in SPD’s Budget and 
Finance unit work with staff in SPD Payroll to research and resolve questions about coding and whether hours 
were charged correctly.  

SPD’s refined payroll data are the data SPD uses to report on its overtime use. SPD has an Overtime Analyst in 
its Budget and Finance Unit, who downloads the Time and Labor data from HRIS after each payroll period, 
performs queries, and checks and makes corrections and adjustments for coding and timekeeping entries; this 
is referred to as SPD’s refined payroll data. These data contain all department overtime and compensatory time 
(comp time), and all hours (regular, overtime, and comp time) related to special events. Because SPD corrected 
coding and timekeeping errors that it identified, we chose to use these data for this audit.  

We analyzed the 2010-2016 refined data and removed all Activity IDs27 not associated with special events (e.g., 
training, criminal investigations, DOJ Response, In-Car Video, etc.). For Activity IDs associated with special 
events, we categorized the data into 16 event categories, as described in the next section on Event 
Categorization Methodology. We performed data analysis on the 16 events categories, and more detailed 
analysis within some categories, as is further discussed in this appendix.  

 

Event Categorization Methodology 

We categorized Activity IDs into 16 event categories. This section provides our methodology and some 
explanatory information about how we categorized the events and what are and are not included under each 
category. 

Although the categories Film and High School Events were not part of our audit scope, we included them to 
show the full range of special event categories that SPD charges hours to. We did not perform any detailed 
analysis of these categories.   

 

                                                             
27 SPD payroll data uses “Activity IDs” to identify events. In some cases, an Activity ID is a “bucket” for charging hours for similar 
type events and activities. In most cases, however, a unique Activity ID is assigned to a unique event.  
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Categorization of Permit Events Consistent over Audit Scope 

For annual or repeating events that obtained special event permits between 2010 and 2016, we categorized the 
event over all the years according to how the City’s Special Events Office (SEO) categorized it in 2016. For 
example, until 2015, SEO categorized many events as Parades. SEO stopped using this category in 2016 and 
began categorizing parades as Community events.28 For this audit, we revised past Parade category events to 
the Community category to be consistent with SEO’s 2016 categorization of these events. Starting in 2016, SEO 
used the following special event categories: Community, Commercial, Athletic, Free Speech, Mixed Free 
Speech, and Citywide.  

A specific example is the Seafair Torchlight Parade. This event was categorized as a Parade from 2010 through 
2015 and as a Citywide event in 2016.  In our analysis, we categorized this event as Citywide from 2010 through 
2016 so we didn’t split hours for the same event between multiple categories over time (e.g., group Torchlight 
hours under Parades one year but under Citywide events the next).  

 

Audit Analysis Categories and Descriptions 

1. Large Seattle Center Festivals 

a. This category includes Bite of Seattle, Bumbershoot, and Folklife, which are each comprised of 

numerous components using several Activity IDs to which SPD charges its hours.  

2. Dignitary 
a. Includes visits by national and international dignitaries. 

3. Event Emphasis 

a. Includes emphasis Activity IDs related to a special event that is already categorized as such (i.e., a 

distinct event, with or without a permit) 

b. Includes emphasis related to an event that is not already categorized as a distinct special event, but 

could reasonably be identified from the Activity ID description that the emphasis is related to an 

event, e.g., University of Washington (UW) Husky football games, Christmas Ship Escorts, Seattle 

King County Medical Clinics, etc. 

c. Includes “Night Out” events. 

d. Does not include emphasis related to: 

i. Normal law enforcement work 

ii. Areas-around-town emphasis 

iii. Seasonal holidays (e.g., New Year’s Day, Christmas Day, Mardi Gras, etc.) 

iv. National events (e.g., Election Day) 

v. Contracted emphasis (e.g., MID, Sound Transit, etc.) 

vi. High School events (sports, proms, etc.); this is included in the “HS Event – Local & 

Regional” category.  

4. Film 

a. Activity IDs for events that get a film permit, such as filming a commercial.  

                                                             
28 Although Ordinance 124860 includes the category of Parade, the permit fees are the same as those for Community events, and 
so there is no cost impact of SEO’s change in categorization. 
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5. High School Event – Local and Regional 

a. Includes sports games, dances, proms, and graduations. 

b. Includes events coded as SC and SCE for above type events.29 

c. Does not include above type events at stadiums (Seahawks/ Mariners, etc.). These are categorized 

under “Stadium Event Other.” 

d. Includes general ACTIVITY IDs for above type events, such as WSHSBASKETBALL (for West 

Seattle High School [HS] Basketball), WSHDANCE (for West Seattle HS Dance), WSHSFOOTBALL 

(for West Seattle HS Football), or WSHSHOMECOMING (for West Seattle HS Homecoming). 

e. Includes emphasis for above type events, such as 03V14R (for Washington Middle School 

Graduation) or 03V17R (for West Seattle High School Activities). 

6. Athletic Events 

a. Includes Athletic category events, such as marathons and fun runs, regardless of whether they 

obtained an SEO permit30 

7. Citywide 

a. Seattle has five designated Citywide events: Fremont Solstice Parade, My Macy’s Holiday Parade, 

Seafair Weekend (hydroplane races and Blue Angels show), Seafair Torchlight Parade, and Seafair 

Summer Fourth on Lake Union. 

b. Additional 2010-2016 Citywide events included: 2010 Seattle Storm Championship Parade, 2014 

Super Bowl Parade, 2016 Sounders – Major League Soccer (MLS) Cup Championship March and 

Rally. 

c. Also includes planning hours charged to ACTIVITY ID 15FE37, Seahawks/Welcome Home 

Celebration, even though this event did not ultimately occur. These data are categorized as 

Citywide – NP.   

8. Commercial 

a. Includes Commercial category events, both those that obtained SEO permits and those that did not. 

9. Community 
a. Includes Community category events, both those that obtained SEO permits and those that did not. 

10. Free Speech 

a. Includes Free Speech category events, both those that obtained SEO permits and those that did not. 

11. Mixed Free Speech 

a. Includes Mixed Free Speech events (i.e., Capitol Hill Pride Festival, Hempfest, Seattle Pride Parade); 

all obtained SEO permits.  

12. Professional Sports Events 

                                                             
29 Typically, SPD codes Activity IDs according to year, month, and event number (e.g., 16SE100 means 2016, September, event 
#100). For some Activity IDs, SC and SCE are used instead of the month to identify them as a Seattle Center contract event (SC), 
or as an Other Reimbursable Events (SCE). Many, but not all, SCE events occur on or near the Seattle Center. For these events, a 
sergeant in the West Precinct writes MOUs between the organizer and SPD. 
30 Included as NP (No Permit) events are a few events that applied for permits and received permit numbers but no permit was 
issued because the event was cancelled (e.g., due to weather or other factors). The events were the Husky Open Regatta, cancelled 
due to weather, and Night Light.  
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a. Mariners Games (Safeco Field) 

b. Reign Games (Memorial Stadium) [These are all SCE events but categorized here under 

professional sports events.] 

c. Seahawks Games (CenturyLink Field) 

d. Sounders Games (CenturyLink Field)  

e. Storm Games (Key Arena) [These are SC and SCE events but categorized here under professional 

sports events.] 

13. Other Reimbursable Events 

a. Includes SCE events, and most are related to Seattle Center. MOUs between SPD and the event 

organizer are written by a sergeant in the West Precinct. 

b. Includes other miscellaneous reimbursable events that could not be categorized under other event 

categories (e.g., Tech Ed Microsoft, Bubbling Brown Sugar, Hunts Point Private Fireworks Show, 

Imagine Cup). 

14. Seattle Center MOU Events 

a. Includes Seattle Center events reimbursed under the MOU between SPD and the Seattle Center.  

b. Does not include Storm, Bumbershoot, Bite of Seattle, or Folklife events. 

15. Stadium (Safeco/ CenturyLink/ WAMU Theater/etc.) Events 

a. Includes Athletic, Concert, Husky Football, and other events at the Safeco or Century Link stadiums, 

or the WAMU Theater. 

16. University of Washington (UW) Husky Stadium and Hec Edmundson Pavilion Events 

a. Includes UW Husky football games and other events (e.g., UW Commencement, Jehovah Witness 

Meeting) and Hec Edmundson Pavilion events. 

 

Results  

The results of our data analysis by event category are included in Appendix B. The following section discusses 
our six conclusions related to our payroll data analysis.  
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Data Analysis Conclusions 

 
1.  Between 2010 and 2016, the number of special events staffed by SPD gradually increased. SPD 

wages for special events increased significantly in 2013 and 2014 and then decreased in 2015 and 
2016, and hours charged increased significantly from 2013 through 2015 and decreased in 2016. 

For all Event Categories, between 2010 and 2016:   

• Number of Events = 25% increase 
• SPD Wages = 90% increase 
• SPD Hours = 73% increase 
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2. From 2010-2016, the majority (90%) of hours SPD spent staffing special events was charged as 
Overtime (OT). Compensatory (Comp) and Regular (Reg) time comprised only 10% of charged hours.    
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3. Special events requiring an SEO permit accounted for about 46% of total wages spent by SPD on 
special events between 2010 and 2016. The other 54% of wages were spent on events that included 
dignitary escorts, professional sports games, and many events that took place at the Seattle Center, 
including some large festivals.31  

 

 

In the 46% of events requiring an SEO permit, we included events that obtained a permit (37%) from SEO 
as well as those events (9%) that either did not obtain the required permit or those events for which it was 
unclear to us whether a permit was required. As can be seen in the exhibit below, most of the events that 
met the requirements for a permit, but had not obtained one, were those in the Free Speech category.  

 

Breakdown of 46% Permit-Type Event Categories – 2010-2016 

 
Obtained SEO 
Permits 

Did not obtain 
SEO Permits 

Athletic  6.2% 0.2% 

Citywide  13.2% 0.0% 

Commercial  3.3% 0.4% 

Community  6.2% 0.1% 

Free Speech  5.4% 8.3% 

Mixed Free Speech  3.1% 0.0% 

 
37% 9% 

 

                                                             
31 The large festivals that occur on Seattle Center grounds (i.e., Bite of Seattle, Folklife, and Bumbershoot) often receive a permit 
for components of the event, such as a street closure, but they primarily obtain police services outside the SEO permit process. 

46%
Permit-Type Special 

Events (with and 
without permits)

54%
Other Special Events

Percent of Total SPD Wages for
Permit-Type Special Events vs Other Special Events

2010-2016
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4. Top 100 Events 2010-2016 (by SPD Wages) 

 

Below we list the SPD Activity IDs with highest total dollars in wages. Event names listed in this chart are 
as they appear in the SPD payroll data.  

Some of the Activity IDs were for events that occurred over multiple days. For example, Activity ID 
14NO457 was used to track hours to “Ferguson, MO Grand Jury Findings” on 42 separate days in 2014 and 
3 days in 2015.32 

 

Rank Year Activity ID Event Dollars (SPD 
Wages) 

Event Category 

1 2014 14NO457 Ferguson, MO Grand Jury 
Findings 

 $       1,686,943  Free Speech 

2 2015 15SE403 President of China Visit  $          769,245  Dignitary 

3 2016 16MY138 May Day  $          576,426  Free Speech 

4 2016 16JY275 Seafair Summer Fourth  $          525,651  Citywide 

5 2011 11OC343 Occupy Seattle Protest  $          491,367  Free Speech 

6 2014 14JY216 Seafair Summer Fourth  $          484,897  Citywide 

7 2015 15JY227 Seafair Summer Fourth  $          481,934  Citywide 

8 2015 15MY167 May 1st March & Rally 
Immigrant & Worker 
Rights 

 $          446,092  Free Speech 

9 2014 14FE63 Super Bowl Parade  $          433,869  Citywide 

10 2016 16AU304 Seafair Weekend  $          368,762  Citywide 

11 2016 16JY274 Torchlight Parade at 
Seafair 

 $          353,664  Citywide 

12 2015 15JY222 Seafair Hydros Weekend  $          352,025  Citywide 

13 2015 15JY223 Seafair Torchlight Parade  $          340,129  Citywide 

14 2014 14JY210 Seafair Torchlight Parade  $          332,067  Citywide 

15 2016 16JU296 President Obama Visit  $          330,168  Dignitary 

16 2014 14AU211 Seafair Weekend - 
Hydros and Blue Angels 

 $          327,172  Citywide 

                                                             
32 The dates for which hours were recorded to Activity ID 14NO457 were in 2014 (October 27 and 29; November 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 17-
21, and 24-30; December 1-17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26, and 28) and in 2015 (January 12, 14, and 27). 
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17 2013 13JY203 Seafair Fourth of July 
Fireworks Celebration 

 $          321,620  Citywide 

18 2014 14MY100 May Day March  $          317,425  Free Speech 

19 2013 13JY155 Seafair Torchlight Parade  $          300,843  Citywide  

20 2012 12AU58 Seafair Hydroplane Race 
and Airshow 

 $          296,338  Citywide  

21 2016 16JY368 Not this Time  $          295,752  Free Speech 

22 2010 10JY47 Seafair Torchlight Parade  $          283,476  Citywide 

23 2010 10AU48 Seafair Hydroplane Races 
& Air Show 

 $          282,885  Citywide 

24 2011 11JY50 Seafair Torchlight Parade  $          271,563  Citywide 

25 2012 12JY57 Seafair Torchlight Parade  $          265,506  Citywide 

26 2015 15JU275 June Against Doom (6/5, 
6/6, 6/8) 

 $          265,402  Free Speech 

27 2011 11AU53 Seafair Hydroplane Race 
and Airshow 

 $          257,865  Citywide 

28 2013 13AU156 Seafair Weekend 
Hydroplane Race & 
Airshow 

 $          256,780  Citywide 

29 2010 10JY109 Family 4th at Lake Union  $          248,793  Citywide 

30 2012 12JY230 Fourth of July  $          245,859  Citywide 

31 2014 14FE49 Super Bowl - Seahawks 
vs Broncos 

 $          218,228  Professional Sports 
Events 

32 2016 16AU1 Hempfest  $          212,993  Mixed Free Speech 

33 2015 15AU19 Seattle Hempfest  $          207,730  Mixed Free Speech 

34 2013 13MY161 May Day Immigration 
March 

 $          206,827  Free Speech 

35 2016 16NO486 Tree Lighting Celebration  $          193,175  Community 

36 2014 14AU88 Seattle Hempfest 2014  $          187,263  Mixed Free Speech 

37 2013 13JY149 Bite of Seattle (Street 
Use/No Parking) 

 $          183,535  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events 

38 2013 13AU26 Hempfest  $          183,164  Mixed Free Speech 

39 2014 14SE161 NFL Kickoff  $          178,500  Professional Sports 
Events 
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40 2015 15OC497 POTUS Visit  $          173,852  Dignitary 

41 2016 16JU144 Seattle Pride Parade  $          167,056  Mixed Free Speech 

42 2015 15NO515 27th Annual Tree 
Lighting 

 $          165,548  Community  

43 2016 16MY58 NW Folklife Staging and 
Production 

 $          156,067  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

44 2013 13NO415 POTUS Visit  $          155,558  Dignitary 

45 2014 14JA12 Seahawks Playoff Game - 
Seahawks vs 49'ers 

 $          153,969  Professional Sports 
Events 

46 2013 13OC392 Freak Night  $          151,471  Stadium 
(Seahawks/Century 
Link/WAMU 
Theater/etc.) 
Events 

47 2010 10JY222 Bite of Seattle  $          151,185  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

48 2013 13AP183 Large Event Protection 
Detail 

 $          151,074  Event Emphasis 

49 2012 12JY232 Bite of Seattle  $          150,391  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

50 2011 11JY172 Family 4th at Lake Union  $          146,012  Citywide 

51 2015 15MY60 NW Folklife Staging and 
Production 

 $          145,752  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

52 2013 13MY198 Folklife Festival  $          139,886  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

53 2014 14MY77 NW Folklife Festival 
Staging & Production 
(Street Use) 

 $          137,898  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

54 2014 14JY194 Bite of Seattle (Street 
Use/No Parking) 

 $          137,414  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  
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55 2011 11JY169 Bite of Seattle  $          135,056  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

56 2012 12AU166 Hempfest  $          131,234  Mixed Free Speech 

57 2015 15JY207 Bite of Seattle (Street 
Use/No Parking) 

 $          126,504  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

58 2012 12MY218 May 1st March and Rally  $          124,773  Free Speech 

59 2016 16JY44 Capital Hill Block Party  $          124,502  Commercial  

60 2010 10AU122 Hempfest  $          121,572  Mixed Free Speech 

61 2013 13V11 Seahawk's Emphasis 
Patrol 

 $          120,322  Event Emphasis 

62 2016 16JY157 Bite of Seattle Street Use  $          120,128  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

63 2015 15JA23 Seahawks vs Green Bay 
Packers Playoff Game 

 $          120,080  Professional Sports 
Events 

64 2015 15JU134 Seattle Pride Parade  $          119,385  Mixed Free Speech 

65 2014 14DE448 New Year's at the Needle  $          117,555  Commercial  

66 2014 14JU83 Seattle Pride Parade and 
March 

 $          114,939  Mixed Free Speech 

67 2015 15JU268 Wildrose Pride  $          109,953  Commercial  

68 2011 11AU296 Bumbershoot (Street 
Use/Staging) 

 $          105,276  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

69 2014 14T125 Seahawks vs Raiders  $          100,913  Professional Sports 
Events 

70 2015 15DE543 New Year's at the Needle  $             98,974  Commercial 

71 2014 14OC423 VP Biden Visit  $             98,610  Dignitary 

72 2016 16AU404 (Black Lives Matter) 
March on Seattle 

 $             98,449  Free Speech 

73 2015 15JY22 Capitol Hill Block Party  $             97,361  Commercial  

74 2016 16DE503 New Year's at the Needle  $             95,725  Commercial  

75 2014 14JU234 Wildrose Pride  $             94,143  Commercial  

76 2016 16NO506 Protest Trump in Seattle  $             93,761  Free Speech 
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77 2016 16JU108 Wildrose Pride  $             92,908  Commercial  

78 2013 13JU93 Rock & Roll Marathon & 
Half Marathon 

 $             91,888  Athletic  

79 2014 P75394 2014 Husky Football - 
SWAT at the Stadium 

 $             90,816  UW Husky Stadium 
Hec Edmundson 
Pavilion Events 

80 2010 10JU57 Rock 'N Roll Seattle 
Marathon & 1/2 Marathon 

 $             90,329  Athletic  

81 2015 15SCE146 Bumbershoot  $             86,848  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

82 2010 10V11 Folklife Festival  $             84,500  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

83 2014 14JU225 Rock 'n' Roll Marathon 
and 1/2 Marathon 

 $             83,634  Athletic  

84 2011 11JU83 Rock 'n' Roll Seattle 
Marathon & Half 
Marathon 

 $             83,421  Athletic  

85 2015 15JU276 Rock and Roll Marathon  $             79,849  Athletic  

86 2016 16SCE184 Bumbershoot  $             79,324  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

87 2012 12MY93 NW Folklife Festival 
Staging & Production 

 $             78,968  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

88 2016 16JA9 MLKing Committee 34th 
Annual March and Rally 

 $             77,809  Free Speech  

89 2014 14NO426 Seattle Marathon  $             77,437  Athletic  

90 2013 13DE407 New Year's at the Needle  $             77,270  Commercial  

91 2015 15MY214 Women of Color for 
Systematic Change & 
Black Lives Matter 
Meeting 

 $             76,642  Free Speech 

92 2014 14JA9 Seahawks Playoff Game - 
Seahawks vs Saints 

 $             76,302  Professional Sports 
Events 
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93 2014 14SCE160 Bumbershoot  $             76,128  Seattle Center 
Large Festival 
Events  

94 2016 16OC489 Presidential Candidate 
Hillary Clinton Visit 

 $             75,841  Dignitary 

95 2016 16JU142 Rock and Roll Marathon  $             71,920  Athletic  

96 2014 14JY44 Capitol Hill Block Party  $             71,827  Commercial 

97 2016 16MA162 VPOTUS Biden Visit  $             71,482  Dignitary 

98 2011 11AU30 Seattle Hempfest 2011  $             71,384  Mixed Free Speech 

99 2011 11NO361 Defend Education Rally 
and March 

 $             69,360  Free Speech 

100 2016 16NO482 Seattle Children's 
Marathon 

 $             68,743  Athletic  

 

Color Legend by Event Category: 

1. Seattle Center Large Festival Events (Bite of Seattle, Bumbershoot, Folklife) 

2. Dignitary 

3. Event Emphasis 

4. Film 

5. High School Events (Local & Regional) 

6. Athletic Events 

7. Citywide Events 

8. Commercial Events 

9. Community Events 

10. Free Speech Events 

11. Mixed Free Speech Events 

12. Professional Sports Events 

13. Other Reimbursable Events 

14. Seattle Center MOU Events 

15. Stadium (Safeco/ Century Link/ WAMU Theater/etc.) Events 

16. UW Husky Stadium and Hec Edmundson Pavilion Events 
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5. Distribution of Activity IDs by Cost (SPD Wages)  

About 95% of SPD Activity IDs* were for events that cost $40,000 or less in police wages. These Activity 
IDs together accounted for just over half (51%) of the total cost of SPD’s wages for special events between 
2010 and 2016. About 5% of Activity IDs were for events that cost more than $40,000 in police wages, 
and these accounted for the remaining 49% of total wage costs. In other words, a relatively small 
percentage of Activity IDs cost over $40,000 to police and accounted for almost half of the total cost of 
events.  

* SPD payroll data uses Activity IDs to identify events; however, in some cases, a single Activity ID may be 
used for multiple events. For example, a single Activity ID was used to track the hours and costs SPD 
spent staffing multiple 2014 protests after the Ferguson, MO Grand Jury Findings; and this Activity ID is 
included in the 3 percent of IDs that are associated with 39 percent of total wage costs.  
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56% of Activity IDs cost $5,000 or less 
in wages and in total accounted for 7%

of total wage costs ($3.8 million)

3% of Activity IDs cost over 
$60,000 in wages each and 
accounted for 39% of total 

costs ($22.2 million)

About 95% of Activity IDs
accounted for 51% of SPD's total 
cost in wages for special events 
($28.8 million). These Activities 

IDs were for events that cost 
$40,000 or less in wages.

About 5% of Activity IDs 
accounted for the remaining 49% 

of SPD's total cost in wages for 
special events ($27.8 million).
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APPENDIX B 

Data Tables – Section A: Overall Trends 
 

1. Number of Events, 2010-2016 

The trend indicates there has been a gradual increase over 2010-2016. 

The Seattle Police Department (SPD) payroll data uses “Activity IDs” to identify events. In some cases, an 
Activity ID is a “bucket” for charging hours for similar type events and activities. In most cases, however, a 
unique Activity ID is assigned to each event.   

 

 
 

2. SPD Wages Charged to Events, 2010-2016 

The trend indicates there was a steep increase in 2014 and a decrease beginning in 2015. 
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3. SPD Hours Charged to Events 2010-2016 

The trend indicates there was a steep increase in 2014 and a decrease beginning in 2015. 

 

 
 

4. SPD Hours Charged to Events by Paycode, 2010-2016 

Most hours charged to events were paid as Overtime (OT). Some hours worked for events were paid at 
Compensatory (Comp) and Regular (Reg) time.    
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5. Number of SPD Staff Working Events from 2010-2016  
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Section B: Event Category Data 
 

1. Large Seattle Center Festival Events (Bite of Seattle, Bumbershoot, Folklife) 
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2. Dignitary 

This event category includes visits by national and international dignitaries that required SPD staffing. 
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3. SPD Event Emphasis 

This category Includes SPD’s special event emphasis work that was coded to an event Activity ID. Event 
emphasis patrols are additional patrols needed outside the perimeter of a special event due to increased 
security risk in the area because of the event. As we describe in Section 1, SPD emphasis hours and costs 
are not consistently tracked to events in SPD’s payroll system, as many emphasis hours are coded as 
regular police work rather than to an event-specific activity ID. As a result, the charts below do not 
accurately represent all SPD event-related emphasis work.  
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4. Film 

This category includes events staffed by SPD for events that obtain a Film Permit, such as filming a 
commercial. Film Permits are obtained through the Office of Film + Music within the Office of Economic 
Development.  
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5. High School Events – Local and Regional Events 

 

  

58

50
49

52

57
56

52

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

High School Events - Local and Regional
Number of  Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$102,241 

$76,972 
$85,359 

$95,215 $99,508 
$92,433 

$115,533 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

High School Events - Local and Regional
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

1,552

1,156
1,300

1,391 1,390
1,275

1,598

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

High School Events - Local and Regional
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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6. Athletic Events  

 

 

 

52 54
62 66 68 66 64

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Athletic Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$475,288 
$404,449 

$442,955 

$585,977 
$639,479 

$565,491 $536,303 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Athletic Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

7,869 
6,740 

7,327 

9,534 10,071 
9,133 

8,359 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Athletic Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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7. Citywide Events 

Citywide events include Seafair Weekend, Torchlight Parade, Family Fourth at Lake Union, Fremont 
Solstice Parade, Macy’s Holiday Parade, Super Bowl Parade, Seattle Storm Championship Parade, and the 
Sounders Championship March and Rally. We included the Seahawks Welcome Home Celebration in the 
2015 number of events, wages, and hours, because hours and wages were charged for planning this event, 
even though the event did not occur. 

 

 

6
5 5 5

6 6 6

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Citywide Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$854,538 
$709,069 

$841,560 $922,794 

$1,626,889 

$1,241,077 $1,318,999 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Citywide Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

13,200 
11,181 

12,783 13,004 

22,677 

16,805 
18,687 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Citywide Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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8.  Commercial Events 

 

 

 

13

23

15
19

23
27

37

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Commercial Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$150,673 
$186,491 

$132,673 

$288,318 

$436,300 
$407,150 

$476,094 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Commercial Events
SPD Wages Charged 

2010-2016

2,398 
2,912 

2,089 

4,252 

6,134 5,943 
6,789 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Commercial Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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9. Community Events 

 

 

 

58

44 47
56

47
56

72

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Community Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$399,114 
$334,168 $367,176 

$455,977 $477,028 

$694,545 

$796,507 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Community Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

6,481 
5,514 5,938 

7,059 7,206 

10,380 
11,708 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Community Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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10. Free Speech Events 

(Note: one 2014 Activity ID included multiple days of events related to the Ferguson Grand Jury findings.)    

 

 

 

 

28

40

58

39
29

72

53

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Free Speech Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$135,125 

$995,255 

$574,026 
$429,091 

$2,217,672 

$1,702,234 $1,659,362 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Free Speech Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

2,090 

15,024 

8,539 
6,387 

30,510 

23,916 23,115 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Free Speech Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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As an example of a Free Speech event, the exhibits below show the trend of increasing SPD resources 
used for May Day protests from 2010 through 2016:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

343 222 

1,880 
3,116 

4,569 

6,300 

8,366 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

May Day Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016

60 38

387 378
436

683

832

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

May Day Events
SPD Staff Count 

2010-2016

$22,999 $15,273 

$124,773 
$206,827 

$329,154 

$446,092 

$590,730 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

May Day Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016
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11.  Mixed Free Speech Events  

 

 

 

3 3 3

2 2

4 4

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Mixed Free Speech Events  
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$155,699 
$111,040 

$189,122 

$247,651 

$302,202 
$331,744 

$428,553 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Mixed Free Speech
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

2,438
1,853

3,040
3,767

4,550
5,045

6,169

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Mixed Free Speech Events 
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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12. Professional Sports Events 

 

 

 

158 159 153 152

188 190
176

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Professional Sports Events
Number of Events  Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$1,919,092 $2,014,790 $1,921,820 
$2,121,405 

$3,244,348 
$3,019,320 

$2,600,020 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Professional Sports
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

31,853 33,266 31,408 33,834

48,593 47,113

39,606

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Professional Sports
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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13. Other Reimbursable Events 

This category includes events coded as SCE, which have Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) between 
SPD and the event organizer; most of which are related to Seattle Center. The category also includes other 
miscellaneous reimbursable events that could not be categorized under other event categories (e.g., Tech 
Ed Microsoft, Bubbling Brown Sugar, Hunts Point Private Fireworks Show, Imagine Cup). 

 

 

  

40

53

34

57 56

43

34

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Other Reimbursable Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$81,034 $81,460 
$71,887 

$91,595 

$139,678 $141,014 
$124,109 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Other Reimbursable Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

1,230 1,225
1,070

1,324

1,928 1,949
1,709

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Other Reimbursable Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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14. Seattle Center MOU Events 

 

 

 

76 78
88 90 90

106

133

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Seattle Center MOU Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$144,086 
$179,853 

$210,292 

$284,038 $293,205 $298,026 
$324,965 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Seattle Center MOU Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

2,105
2,625

3,065

4,020 4,002 4,054
4,386

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Seattle Center MOU Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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15. Stadium (Safeco/ Century Link/ WAMU Theater/ etc.) Events 

 

 

  

13
11

23

15

19
21 20

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Stadium Events
Number of Events Staffed by SPD

2010-2016

$94,865 
$136,974 

$315,515 
$289,241 

$255,881 

$353,427 
$326,392 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Stadium Events
SPD Wages Charged

2010-2016

1,511
2,123

5,099

4,326
3,719

5,671

4,894

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Stadium Events
SPD Hours Charged

2010-2016
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16. UW Husky Stadium and Hec Edmundson Pavilion Events 

 

 

 

15
11

2

20

31

13 14

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

UW Husky Stadium and
Hec Edmundson Pavilion Events

Number of Events Staffed by SPD
2010-2016

$200,209 
$232,931 

$32,536 

$378,143 $365,696 
$320,026 

$351,395 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

UW Husky Stadium and 
Hec Edmundson Pavilion Events

SPD Wages Charged
2010-2016

3,458
3,972

515

6,036 5,795
5,252

5,737

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

UW Husky Stadium and
Hec Edmundson Pavilion Events

SPD Hours Charged
2010-2016
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APPENDIX C  

Special Event Staffing Analysis – Technical Appendix  
 

This appendix includes a brief overview of SPD’s processes for determining police staffing levels at special 
events and describes how we conducted our assessment of these processes. 

Background 

In 2016, SPD staffed 724 events with sworn and civilian personnel. Special Events staffing is the largest 
driver of overtime in SPD, accounting for 145,771 hours of overtime in 2016. In addition to being a primary 
driver of expenditures, special event staffing decisions also affect public and officer safety and law 
enforcement capabilities both at the event and throughout the city. As a result, in planning for special 
events, SPD personnel must balance planning for worst-case scenarios with preparing to handle routine 
events and ordinary incidents. Further, they must balance the need for security at the event with ensuring 
events are not needlessly costly and do not jeopardize the availability of essential police services in other 
parts of the city.  

Who Determines Staffing Levels for Special Events? 

Decisions about the number of officers necessary for special events are made by personnel with varying 
levels of experience and at varying levels of the SPD organization. 

Large or Complex Events: When an event will involve officers from multiple precincts or will span multiple 
shifts, an SPD Incident Commander is responsible for the event’s command and operations elements, and 
Seattle Police Operations Center (SPOC) personnel handle the planning, logistics, and administration 
preparations. For these events, the Incident Commander determines the needed tactics, staffing, and 
resources, and SPOC schedules the necessary staff, manages the logistics involved (e.g., transportation, 
meals, and medical provisions), and creates the formal written plan, the Incident Action Plan (IAP). 
Incident Commanders are selected by the Police Chief or an Assistant Chief, and they are generally 
Lieutenants or above in rank, who have extensive experience with large special events. 

Precinct-Based Events: For smaller, precinct-based events, a single sergeant or officer may handle all 
elements of event planning, from identifying the event objectives and necessary staffing levels, to creating 
the written plan and scheduling the individual officers needed. The individuals we met with in this role had 
a range of experience in planning special events, from about a decade to under a year. 

Traffic- or Harbor-Unit Events: Some events require officers predominantly from SPD’s Traffic or Harbor 
Units. For example, many of the “moving events” in the City, such as parades, marathons, and fun runs, are 
policed primarily with officers in SPD’s Traffic Unit. Events that take place in the City’s lakes (e.g., 
swimming events, boat races, etc.) are similarly staffed mostly with officers from SPD’s Harbor Unit. If an 
event is staffed primarily by officers in these units, a sergeant or lieutenant from the affected unit handles 
all elements of event planning, including determining the number of staff needed.  

Small MOU-Reimbursable Events: Some events do not require a permit, but the event promoter still 
requests police services. For these events, the promoter contracts for services through an MOU with SPD. 
Examples of these types of events include corporate “all hands” or shareholder meetings in which a large 
number of people will be attending a private event, and scheduled officers facilitate the movement of 
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people and traffic and also provide event security. Staffing for these types of events are planned by the 
sergeant in the West Precinct who also manages all West-Precinct specific events and has been in this 
role for many years.   

Seattle Center Events: SPD also provides traffic and security police services for many events each year at 
the Seattle Center. The large festivals at the Seattle Center are planned by an Incident Commander (see 
Large or Complex Events) and coordinated by SPOC personnel. The many smaller events at Key Arena 
and other Seattle Center venues are planned by the same West Precinct sergeant who plans West-
Precinct and MOU-reimbursable events. In this case, the sergeant collaborates with event planners at the 
Seattle Center to determine the number of officers necessary for each event. 

Professional Sports Events: Finally, SPD provides traffic control services outside professional sports 
games (e.g., Seahawks and Mariner games). Staffing for these events is set by the terms in an MOU and is 
based on attendance, and planning for these events is handled primarily by SPD’s Traffic Unit. 

What is SPD’s Process for Determining Staffing Levels at Events? 

As we discuss in the Event Planning and Staffing section of this report, although SPD has not documented 
the process event planners are expected to follow when determining how many staff are necessary at a 
special event, almost every individual we spoke with described a similar approach to determining the 
staffing for an event: 

• Review of Past Events: All the planners we met with said that they start by reviewing an event’s 
nature and history. They look at staffing plans from past years and any documented after action 
reviews. If the event hasn’t occurred before, they research similar events or contact another 
jurisdiction with experience with this type of event.  

• Review Event Details: Then they update past plans with current year details, such as changes to 
the venue or route, expected attendance, event hours, whether live music will be presented or 
alcohol will be sold, and the role of volunteers. When necessary, they consider possible weather 
scenarios or aspects of the location or timing that could make an event particularly risky.  

• Assess Risk: Given what they know about the event and information from SPD’s intelligence unit, 
they identify threats and risks related to the event, and they plan for potential contingencies as 
much as possible. 

• Develop Draft Staffing Plan: After considering past events and current risks, event planners 
develop their suggested staffing plan. SPD does not have any models or guides that planners can 
rely on to determine how many officers are necessary–they develop event plans on an event-by-
event basis. From our research into best practices and discussions with other jurisdictions, this is 
not unusual. The best practice criteria we reviewed and staffing professionals we interviewed 
concurred that staffing decisions are based on professional judgement, as they must reflect 
variables that are unique to each event.   

SPD follows many of the established best practices we learned about during our research. For 
example, they staff events using squads, each with a clear chain of command, and the planners we 
interviewed consistently described weighing the criteria specified by best practices as the most 
important to consider (e.g., the nature and history of the event, details of the venue and route, and 
the latest intelligence information).  
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• Review and Approval: SPD personnel who plan events for the precincts or units communicate 
their plan to their chain of command (e.g., precinct management) for approval, and, as of 2016, 
they also propose their general staffing approach at the weekly SPOC meeting. At the SPOC 
meeting, proposed staffing levels are discussed, revised if necessary, and approved verbally by the 
Captain or Assistant Chief who manages SPOC. Staffing decisions for large events, which are made 
by an assigned Incident Commander, are reviewed by SPOC and often by SPD Command Staff. 

• Final Plan Creation and Staff Scheduling: Once a staffing level has been approved at the weekly 
SPOC meeting, the event planner finalizes the event plan. This often means that they draft a formal 
Incident Action Plan or Operations Orders, although some precincts rely on less formal plans for 
smaller events. 

• After Action Analysis: The final step to managing special events occurs after the event has ended. 
After action reports document what activities occurred, critique event operations, and make 
recommendations for future events. The SPD personnel we spoke with all emphasized the 
importance of experience with previous events when planning staffing for a current event, and 
many said they document notes about the adequacy of staffing in after action reports when it is 
appropriate.  

Depending on the nature of the event and its history, the planning process may take months and may 
involve multiple meetings with the event promoters and coordination with other City departments (e.g., 
Transportation, Parks, Fire). Alternatively, for simpler events, planning may entail a simple adjustment to 
last year’s plan.  

Scope and Methodology 

We assessed SPD’s current process for determining police staffing levels at special events by comparing 
SPD’s processes with federal guidelines and best practices and with processes implemented by other 
jurisdictions.  

To identify criteria for assessing SPD’s processes for planning and staffing special events, we conducted 
the following audit work. 

• Best Practice Review: For best practice criteria, we relied primarily on two documents published 
by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ). The first, Planning and Managing Security for Major 
Special Events: Guidelines for Law Enforcement, was prepared in 2007 for the Office of 
Community Oriented Policing Services at the U.S. DOJ. The second, Managing Large-Scale 
Security Events: A Planning Primer for Local Law Enforcement Agencies, was developed by the 
Bureau of Justice Assistance in 2013 to be a comprehensive planning guide that captured model 
practices and lessons learned in all aspects of security planning and operations for large-scale 
security events. In addition to reviewing these two documents, we also conducted a literature 
search for additional online materials and we interviewed Edward Connors (with the non-profit 
Institute for Law and Justice and the principal author of the 2007 DOJ report above). 

• Incident Command System Criteria: When planning police services at special events, SPD follows 
the Incident Command System (ICS) developed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA). FEMA designed ICS to be a standardized incident management tool for use by all levels of 
government (e.g., federal, state, and local) when responding to a broad spectrum of incidents or 
situations (e.g., scheduled events, unannounced protests, or natural disasters, or acts of terrorism), 
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and it is the standard for emergency management across the country. ICS includes guidelines and 
forms designed to facilitate activities in five major areas: command, operations, planning, logistics, 
and finance and administration. We reviewed ICS materials and guidelines to understand more 
about the objectives and criteria of compliance with ICS.   

• Survey of Other Cities: To learn how other jurisdictions plan and determine the staffing for special 
events, we conducted a survey by talking with special event planning personnel in Denver, 
Colorado; Portland, Oregon; San Francisco, California; and San Diego, California. The results of this 
survey are summarized in Appendix E. 

To learn about SPD’s process for determining how many officers are needed at special events, we 
conducted the following audit work: 

• Interviews: We interviewed the individuals within SPD who plan, coordinate, and provide 
oversight for police staffing of special events: 

o To learn about SPD’s processes for staffing very large or high risk special events, we 
interviewed the Assistant Chief and Captain who led SPD’s Special Operations and 
Planning Unit (SPOC). We also interviewed all SPOC personnel involved in planning and 
facilitating special events.  

o To learn how smaller precinct-based special events are planned, we interviewed personnel 
responsible for setting staffing levels at special events for each of SPD’s five precincts. 

o We met with the Captain and Lieutenants who oversee SPD’s Traffic Unit and manage 
events that are primarily staffed with Traffic officers, such as parades and marathons; and 
we met with the Lieutenant, Sergeant, and Administrative Staff Analyst who plan events 
that require Harbor patrol officers, such as boat races and swims.  

o We interviewed the Sergeant who plans staffing for Seattle Center events and we met with 
the Seattle Center event manager to understand the staffing process from her perspective.  

• Meeting Observations: We observed five weekly meetings held at SPOC at which upcoming and 
past events are discussed between SPOC leadership and personnel, precinct personnel, the Traffic 
and Harbor units, SEO, and SPD’s Fiscal Unit. These weekly meetings are the primary way in which 
police staffing decisions are reviewed and approved by SPD upper management. 

• File Review: We reviewed the planning documents and any after action analysis documents for a 
sample of events. We selected a judgmental sample that included large events coordinated by 
SPOC, smaller events planned by the precincts, events planned by the Harbor and Traffic Units, 
events at the Seattle Center, and events for which police staffing was reimbursed through an MOU. 
We also reviewed additional event planning documents that were made available to us during our 
interviews and file reviews. We ultimately requested or reviewed event planning or after action 
documents for a total of 68 events from 2015 and 2016. The results of our file review cannot be 
projected to the population of all special events staffed by SPD, as we did not select a random 
sample. Rather, we designed our sample to ensure we reviewed documents for different types of 
events planned by different SPD entities.  
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Audit Results 

SPD’s approach to determining the staffing for an event includes many aspects of best practices guidance. 
However, we saw a wide range in how staffing plans are documented, how much detail plans include, and 
how much analysis of staffing is conducted after an event. SPD’s process for staffing special events is not 
documented and until recently there was limited independent review of staffing plans. Since 2016, SPD 
has been working to improve the oversight of event staffing decisions (through SPOC’s reviews of staffing 
plans) and the consistency of documentation. These are excellent first steps, but they were recently 
implemented, are still evolving, and do not yet include any regular or required systematic tracking of event 
hours by event or event type. Our more detailed audit findings and recommendations in this area are in the 
Event Planning and Staffing section of this report. 
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APPENDIX D 

Methodology for Calculating Direct Costs – Technical Appendix 
 

Background and Approach 

A primary reason cited in support of Ordinance 124860, passed on September 29, 2015, was that the 
existing special event permit fee structure was arbitrary and did not reflect the City of Seattle’s (City) costs 
of resources expended.  The fee structure proposed in the ordinance was not intended, however, to reflect 
“full costs,” but to recover portions of “direct costs” based on the event type (e.g., Commercial or Free 
Speech).33 

For the purposes of this performance audit, we created a direct cost model that would allow us to 
compare, on an event-by-event basis, the police costs directly related to the event versus the amounts 
paid to the City by the event sponsor. By “direct costs” we are referring to the costs or expenditure of 
resources that would be avoidable (not incurred) if the police staffing of the event had not occurred.  This 
concept of avoidable cost is readily understood in the context of using staff on overtime for events, 
because without the event the City would not have had to pay the overtime wages and related costs.   

We recognize that the City also incurs indirect and overhead costs related to staffing special events. 
Examples of indirect and overhead costs include the cost of SPD’s Seattle Police Operations Center 
(SPOC), staff time spent planning or evaluating event staffing, and the allocation of Police Department and 
City central services costs used to support all police operations. In keeping with our understanding that the 
intent of the ordinance was not to recover full costs, our cost comparisons in this report involve direct 
costs only.   

The major difference between the costs we portray and the costs per hour of police service being charged 
to event organizers is that, in most cases, even when the City is intending to recover direct costs (i.e., for 
reimbursable events), the City is charging for direct wages only, or in some cases a portion of related City-
paid benefits as well.  

Examples:  For a large sports event in 2016, we calculated that the City incurred $21,076 in direct 
overtime costs for Police Officers and Parking Enforcement Officers, but was reimbursed $16,443 
(or 78%) because the City recovered the costs of wages only. At a much smaller corporate event, 
where security was provided by Police Officers on overtime, the event sponsor was charged for 
wages and partial benefits (retirement and Medicare), but not the full array of benefits and other 
non-wage related direct costs. We calculated the direct cost to the City for staffing this event to be 
$7,819, whereas the City was reimbursed for $6.640 (or 85%). 

For Permitted Events, costs recovered by the City, if any, can vary greatly depending on the type of event 
and whether fees are negotiated; and the $67 per hour rate established by ordinance for Permitted Events 
was not intended to fully cover direct costs.  

 

                                                             
33 See the PowerPoint document “Special Events Ordinance,” Seattle City Council Committee on Housing Affordability, Human 
Services, and Economic Resiliency, August 6, 2015, Slides 3 and 4. 

http://seattle.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=3892044&GUID=4223FD03-9F3A-4634-8B34-249C487E2A2D
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As we were conducting this performance audit, we learned that SPD is embarking on more fully 
identifying and potentially capturing applicable direct costs. Our approach fills in gaps in the direct cost 
calculation, as explained below, and can complement SPD’s ongoing efforts.  

Calculating Direct Costs 

Below we discuss the major cost components included in our calculations of direct costs for Police Officers 
and Parking Enforcement officers who work regular time and overtime at events.  At the end of this 
appendix we include a table that provides detail on the costs applied, based on actuals and estimates for 
2016. 

Overtime Wages with Variable Benefits 

In addition to the time and one-half hourly wage the City pays Police Officers and Parking Enforcement 
Officers when they work overtime for events, the City incurs other direct costs for variable benefits based 
on either the dollar amount paid in wages or the number of hours worked.   

• Benefits Based on Dollar Amount Paid: These benefits include Retirement, Social Security, 
Medicare, and Unemployment Insurance.  The rates the City pays for Retirement and 
Unemployment Insurance differ between Police Officers and Parking Enforcement Officers. We 
included all these variable benefit costs, whereas the current fees for reimbursable events either 
completely exclude these costs or only include portions of them.  

• Benefits Based on Number of Hours Worked: This benefit is Workers’ Compensation, also referred 
to as Industrial Insurance.34 

We used the following formula to calculate the direct cost of an hour of overtime including variable 
benefits: 

Direct Cost of an 
Hour of 
Overtime 

= 

(1.5 x regular hourly rate) + 

[(1.5 x regular hourly wage) x (sum of benefits based on wages paid)] + 

(cost per hour of Workers’ Compensation) 

  

Regular Wages with Fixed and Variable Benefits 

From our review of selected special events, we found that the large majority of hours worked by police 
staff are on overtime. However, for the small portion of hours worked on regular time, it is important to 
calculate the cost in a way analogous to overtime in terms of what it is costing the City to provide an hour 
of service. The City has already made the policy decision that there is a cost of officers working regular 
time that should be attributed to, and compensated by, special events. Implicit in the City’s decision is the 
notion that using staff on regular time for special events represents an opportunity cost – or, in other 
words, that some other beneficial use of the officers is foregone by using them on special events. 

                                                             
34 Workers’ Compensation is a type of no-fault insurance to cover medical expenses related to workplace injuries, and may include 
compensation when workers are unable to return to work.  See http://www.lni.wa.gov/ClaimsIns/Insurance/Learn/Intro/Default.asp. 

http://www.lni.wa.gov/ClaimsIns/Insurance/Learn/Intro/Default.asp
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A recognized way of comparing the costs of regular time to overtime35 is to consider all the direct costs 
associated with having an officer available for on-duty service in the field. This approach recognizes that 
the City of Seattle incurs costs related to leave and fixed benefits, in addition to variable benefits. Fixed 
benefits include such costs as medical, dental, vision and other insurance costs. There is also time off from 
regular work for leave and training that must be paid by the City, but is not accounted for when looking 
solely at the wage payment an officer receives for an hour of on-duty field work. 

The formula we used for the wage and benefit costs of an hour of regular rime is equivalent36 to: 

 

Direct Cost of an 
Hour of Regular 
Time 

= 
total of annual wages and benefits ÷  
regular on-duty hours in the field 

 

Other Direct Resource Use 

Placing officers in the field also involves expenditures related to vehicles, fuel, maintenance, and 
equipment wear and tear.  We worked with SPD staff to identify annual costs for these kinds of expenses, 
which we could then apply on an hourly basis.  We used these hourly cost estimates as placeholders in our 
analysis, recognizing that future refinements could consider different levels of resource use based on type, 
location, and duration of an event. 

Additional Cost Adjustments 

There are certain direct costs related to being able to have and use regular staff that do not occur annually 
for each officer, but can be spread among all officers on an annual basis. Officer on-boarding costs 
(recruitment and training) are the category of such costs that we included in the hourly cost for regular 
time. 

For overtime, we made an adjustment that accounts for the fact that when officers elect to take 
compensatory time off, that time off, in addition to incurring a wage cost, reduces the annual number of 
on-duty, in-the-field hours worked on regular time. 

Summary  

Taking the example of a Police Office with fifteen years of service, we calculated a direct regular time rate 
of $91.30 and an overtime rate of $87.60, with regular time being approximately 4% more expensive per 
hour than overtime.  Our similar calculation for Parking Enforcement Officers estimated regular time to be 
approximately 1% more expensive than overtime. Although these results may run counter to conventional 
wisdom, where it is taken for granted that overtime must be more expensive, they might not come as a 
surprise.  Six years ago, a comparison of Full Time versus Overtime based on a similar methodology was 

                                                             
35 See, for example, the Staffing Analysis training, in particular the “Comparison of Regular Staffing to Overtime” hosted by the 
Office of the Washington State Auditor, Local Government Performance Center, at 
http://portal.sao.wa.gov/PerformanceCenter/#/address?mid=6&rid=18325. 
36 Since our actual formula builds up from the hourly wage for regular time, we multiplied the subtotal of the wage and benefits by 
the following factor: [(total paid hours / hours in field)-1].  This is mathematically equivalent to the simple statement of the 
formula given above. 

http://portal.sao.wa.gov/PerformanceCenter/#/address?mid=6&rid=18325
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presented by City Council Central Staff to the Council’s Public Safety and Education Committee.37 It 
showed regular time being 8% more expensive than overtime for SPD. The closeness of the rates 
comparisons comes primarily from the inclusion of fixed benefits (e.g., health insurance costs) and the 
focus on time-in-field in estimating direct costs for regular time.   

A chart showing the components of the regular-to-overtime comparison follows: 

 

 

For the cost comparisons in the report, which are based on a selection of 2016 events, we used the actual 
regular time and overtime wages of each officer who worked the event. The vast majority of hours (98%) 
from our selection of events were worked by officers on overtime. 

 

Table of Direct Cost Components for Regular Time and Overtime 

The table below shows the detail of the direct cost components. Some are based on dollars earned, while 
others are based on number of hours worked or the subtotal of wages and benefits. Some apply to all staff, 
but others vary based on whether the staff person is a Police Officer or a Parking Enforcement Officer. 
How the costs are applied also depends on whether the hour being used is regular time or overtime. 

                                                             
37 Memo from City Council Central Staff to the Public Safety and Education Committee regarding Police Overtime, January 11, 2011. 
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Following the table of direct cost components is an example of how our full time and overtime rates are 
calculated for a police officer with a typical hourly wage. 

 

 

Caveats 

The largest part (90%) of our hourly cost estimates come directly from actual wages and the benefits paid 
by the City on behalf of officers. The remaining parts (other direct resources and adjustments) are based 
on estimates and assumptions intended to give an approximation of the costs within a reasonable range.   

Our purpose was to fill in gaps in calculating direct costs, so that policymakers could have a better idea of 
how more fully capturing direct costs would compare to the rate and fee methodologies currently in place 
and being used for cost reimbursement. Therefore, our estimates are for purposes of illustration and are 
not intended as recommendations for specific fees. We recognize that the City could use different 
assumptions, and that there would be policy choices involved in setting future fees, just as there were 
policy choices made in setting current fees.  

Social Security 6.20% X X
Medicare 1.45% X X
Unemployment Insurance 0.04% X X
Life Insurance $0.03 X
Employee Assistance Program $0.01 X

Health Benefit (Police) $8.96 X
Workers' Compensation (Police) $0.76 X X
Retirement (Police) 5.24% X X
Other Resources Fixed (Police) $0.79 X
Other Resources Variable (Police) $3.73 X X
Onboarding (Police) $4.32 X
Effect of Comp Time taken (Police) $5.14 X
Cost Factor for Hours Not in Field (Police) 29.3% X

Health Benefit (Parking Enforcement) $6.84 X
Workers' Compensation (Parking Enforcement) $0.14 X X
Retirement (Parking Enforcement) 15.23% X X
Other Resources Fixed (Parking Enforcement) $0.82 X
Other Resources Variable (Parking Enforcement) $6.85 X X
Onboarding (Parking Enforcement) $1.04 X
Effect of Comp Time taken (Parking Enforcement) $3.55 X
Cost Factor for Hours Not in Field (Parking Enforcement) 24.5% X

Wage $46.03 $69.05
Police Regular Time Per Dollar 12.93% $5.95
Police Regular Time  Per Hour $18.61 $18.61
Police Overtime Per Dollar 12.93% $8.93
Police Overtime Per Hour $9.63 $9.63
Subtotal $70.59 $87.60
Cost Factor for Hours Not in Field 29.3% $20.71
Total $91.30 $87.60

Hourly Wage Example Regular 
Time Overtime

Per 
Subtotal

Per Dollar Per Hour Per 
Subtotal

Direct Cost Component Paid by the City Per Dollar Per Hour
Apply to 
Regular 

Time

Apply to 
Overtime
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APPENDIX E 

Survey of Other Cities 
 

We surveyed other police agencies to learn about the types of events they provide police services for, their 
mechanisms for recovering the costs of staffing special events, and the processes they use to determine 
police staffing levels at special events. 

 

Survey Methodology 

We surveyed the following four cities:  

• Denver, Colorado;  

• Portland, Oregon;  

• San Diego, California; and  

• San Francisco, California.  

We chose these cities with input from Seattle Police Department special event personnel and to follow up 
on information gathered by the Office of Economic Development in 2014 and 2015 for their proposal of 
Ordinance 124860. We did not select cities based solely on whether they were comparable to Seattle 
according to any particular attribute, but rather we included cities that might have practices that could be 
valuable for the City of Seattle to consider.  

We focused our questions around three main areas: General Information, Cost Recovery, and Staffing. 

General Information:  

1. What kind of events does your department provide police staffing for? 

2. About how many events a year receive police services? 

3. Does your city or department recover the costs of police staffing for special events? If so, what 
is the method of recovering costs (e.g., permit fee or contractual agreement)? 

Cost Recovery:  

4. When your department calculates the cost of police staffing, what do you include (e.g., regular 
wages, fixed or variable benefits, vehicle or equipment costs)?  

5. Does your city use the actual wages of the individuals staffing the particular event, or is a 
standard wage rate used? 

6. What percentage of cost does your jurisdiction charge for? 

7. If the city charges a specific fee for an event (negotiated or by ordinance, etc.), is the fee 
adjusted if staffing for the event turns out to be larger or smaller than anticipated? 

8. What types of events get free police services?   
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Staffing:  

9. Who in your city or police department determines the level of staffing for special events?  

10. Do you follow a model, guidance, or benchmarks when determining the number of officers 
needed for various special events?  

11. Is there any independent review or oversight of staffing plans to ensure they are not under- or 
over-staffed, or that staffing is cost-effective? 

12. Does your department do any systematic analysis of staffing hours and costs over time (by 
type of event, size of event, etc.)? 

We conducted the survey through telephone and email conversations with representatives from each 
jurisdiction, and we summarized the information we received in the Survey Results section below. The 
information included for the Seattle Police Department resulted from the research and data analyses we 
conducted during this performance audit.  

 

Survey Results 

General Information: 

1. What kind of events does your department provide police staffing for? 

Denver Police 
Department 

Parades, marches, and other free speech activities; bike races, marathons, and 
other athletic events; festivals; dignitary escorts; and traffic control at the large 
sports stadiums. 

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

Moving events on streets and sidewalks, such as parades, protests and other free 
speech activities, marathons, bike rides, and other athletic events. Most festivals 
and the professional sports venues hire private security. Some large festivals also 
receive Portland Police Bureau services, such as Hempfest and the Rose Festival, 
but this is arranged outside of the regular event permit process.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

Parades, marathons and other athletic events; free speech activities; festivals; 
dignitary escorts; and film shoots.  

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Free speech activities, street fairs and festivals, concerts, marathons and other 
athletic events, professional sports events, construction sites and other traffic 
control situations, and store openings. 

Seattle Police 
Department 

Parades; marches, protests, and other free speech activities; marathons, bike 
races, swims, and other athletic event; festivals; dignitary escorts; film shoots; 
high school dances; and traffic control (and some security) at the large sports 
stadiums. 
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2. About how many events a year receive police services? 

Denver Police 
Department 

They provide services to about 500 events per year, although they are involved 
with another 200-300 events annually.  

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

In 2016, about 50 events required police staffing. This included about 20 athletic 
events, about 20 parades, and about 10 protests. One factor in event volume is 
that Portland is not allowing any new events, because police staffing levels are so 
low. The overtime need is already so high for regular police work that the City is 
limiting how much overtime can be used for special events. They now will only 
staff events that require 33 or fewer officers. Events must change their plans, 
route, or footprint to ensure it can be policed with no more than 33 officers, or the 
event is not approved. 

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

Events are staffed by sworn officers, Special Event Traffic Controllers (SETCs), or 
a combination of both. SETCs are non-sworn part-time limited hourly employees 
who do not get benefits and are paid about $18-$19 per hour. SETCs direct traffic, 
so sworn officers don’t have to handle this role. Many events are staffed primarily 
with SETCs. For example, marathons are about 90% staffed by SETCs.  

The San Diego Police Department staffs about 225 events per year with sworn 
officers, and they staff another 100-150 events per year with SETCs only. When 
only SETCs are assigned, the organizer contracts directly with the SETC unit. 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Police services are provided by either on-duty resources or through San 
Francisco’s 10B Program, through which entities can hire uniformed officers to 
provide security or other police services. Events can be counted different ways. 
Between July 2015 and June 2016, they billed $14 million in revenue, for about 1.4 
million hours, for events staffed under San Francisco’s 10B program. 

 

Seattle Police 
Department 

In 2016, police services were provided at about 724 special events. 

 

3. Does your city or department recover the costs of police staffing for special events? If so, what is 
the method of recovering costs (e.g., permit fee or contractual agreement)? 

Denver Police 
Department 

Denver has three different mechanisms for providing police services to events 
and recovering the associated costs: 

1. First Amendment activities and most parades do not pay for officer costs 
or barricades. The exception is parades that extend beyond 15 blocks, 
which must cover the costs of barricades and officers at time and a half. 

2. Athletic events, such as marathons and bike races, are policed by off-duty 
police officers on their own time. Planning and payment of the officers is 
coordinated through the department’s Office of Secondary Employment, 
but the officers are paid by the event organizer. 
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3. Events at the large stadiums, private venues, City parks, or the convention 
center arrange for security on their own, though they may hire off-duty 
police officers (either through the Office of Secondary Employment or 
through private arrangements).  

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

For moving events on City streets and sidewalks (e.g., athletic events, parades, 
and marches), there is a flat permit fee that is not designed to cover police staffing 
costs. Police costs are estimated separately before the event and billed 
afterwards. They recover police costs for athletic events (e.g., marathons, bike 
rides, and fun runs); but they do not attempt to recover costs for parades, which 
are seen as community events, or for protests.  

Some large festivals (e.g., Hempfest, Rose Festival) also have police working at 
them, and these non-moving events contract directly with the Police Bureau for 
these services. There is no cost recovery for the Rose Festival. 

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

There are two City Council-established rates for police services: 

1. If the organizer is a commercial or for-profit entity, the charge is $97/hour for 
a sworn individual (of any rank) and $28/hour for a Special Event Traffic 
Controller (SETC). 

2. If the organizer is a not-for-profit entity with a validated 501C from the IRS, 
the charge is $55/hour for a sworn individual (of any rank) and $22/hour for a 
SETC. 

The rate does not vary by type or nature of event (e.g., how much tickets sell for, 
whether there is alcohol). It varies only by the type of organizer (for-profit or not-
for-profit). 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Through San Francisco’s 10B program, entities contract with the San Francisco 
Police Department for uniformed officers with all their equipment. Under 10B, the 
intent is to bill for full cost recovery. 

Seattle Police 
Department 

Seattle has two different mechanisms for charging for police services at special 
events: 

1. Special Events Permit: Events that are held in parks, City-owned 
properties, or other public places and meet certain criteria require special 
events permits. The types of events that need permits include parades, 
protests, music festivals, street fairs, and athletic events (e.g., marathons 
and bike races). Some types of events pay for police services, and some 
do not. Events that are categorized as Commercial or Athletic pay an 
hourly rate that is based on, but discounted from, average SPD overtime 
rates (in 2016, the rate was $67 per hour). Events that are categorized as 
Citywide pay a negotiated charge for police services. Free Speech events 
and events categorized as Community or Mixed Free Speech are not 
charged for police staffing.  
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2. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with SPD: Some event organizers 
contract directly with SPD for police staffing. SPD generally charges for 
its services based on MOU terms that specify that actual direct hourly 
wages will be charged, but sometimes the MOUs set a flat dollar amount. 
Types of events that receive police services under an MOU with SPD 
include professional sports events, events at Seattle Center (some under 
an MOU between SPD and the Seattle Center and some with their own 
individual MOUs with SPD), some large corporate events, public high 
school dances, film shoots, and various smaller events.  

 

Cost Recovery 

4. When your department calculates the cost of police staffing, what do you include (e.g., regular 
wages, fixed or variable benefits, vehicle or equipment costs)?  

Denver Police 
Department 

The Denver Police Department charges a permit fee, and they charge some events 
for wages. They do not currently charge for employee benefits or vehicle use. 

There is a permit fee of $50 for parades of 15 blocks or less or $150 for longer 
parades or other special events. 

In addition, for parades over 15 blocks or for other types of special events (e.g., 
athletic events), organizers pay set hourly pay rates for the officers who work the 
event. Rates range from $45 to $70 per hour, and are determined by the ranks of 
the officers at the event. There is a four-hour minimum for all events. 

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

The Portland Police Bureau has calculated flat rates designed to recover direct 
personnel costs for an hour of work, including the costs of wages, benefits, 
insurance, and taxes.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

The rates set by the San Diego City Council are intended to achieve full cost 
recovery, including wages, benefits, fuel, use of vehicles, paid time off, and other 
costs to the City. They used the median cost of an officer on overtime and 
adjusted the rate down (from $98 to $97/hour for sworn, and from $30 to 
$28/hour for SETCs) as the actual median rate decreased. They did this to ensure 
the rates accurately reflected costs. All sworn officers working events are on 
overtime. The police department is not allowed to pull officers from the field to 
support an event. SETCs are not on overtime, as they are part-time staff. They 
also don’t get benefits, but they do use a city vehicle when going to an event. 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

The rates charged under the 10B program are based on the overtime rates of 
officers, by rank, and the rates charged increase as overtime rates increase over 
time. There is a rate for each rank of officer, set at the highest step for that rank. 
Additionally, they add an administrative fee of 14.7% (to recover program office 
costs and other overhead), and a benefit charge of 2.2% (to recover portions of 
benefits such as Medicare, health care, and unemployment insurance). Although 
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they could bill for vehicle use, they don’t. When requested, vehicles are provided if 
they are available.  

Seattle Police 
Department 

Neither of Seattle’s methods of calculating fees for special event police services 
results in full cost recovery. Permit fees discount the hourly cost for police 
services, no events are charged for all the benefit costs associated with officers 
working events, and some events do not pay for all the hours worked. Moreover, 
neither methodology bills for any planning hours or incidental expenses (e.g., 
food, water, and supplies).   

 

5. Does your city use the actual wages of the individuals staffing the particular event, or is a standard 
wage rate used? 

Denver Police 
Department 

A standard wage rate is used, based on the ranks of the actual officers who work 
an event, with a four-hour minimum. 

Special Events (e.g., festivals)         Marathons 

$45/hour for officers                                        $50/hour for officers 

$50/hour for supervisors                               $60/hour for supervisors 

$55/hour for commanders                             $70/hour for commanders 

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

Standard rates are used, and they vary by rank, whether the position earns a 
premium pay, and whether the hours worked were on regular time or earned 
overtime.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

A standard hourly rate is used, which is based on the median cost of an officer or 
SETC. 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

There is a set rate for each rank of officer, set at the highest step for that rank. 
Then entities pay based on the rank of the officers who staff the event. 

Seattle Police 
Department 

Seattle varies in whether event promoters are billed for officers’ actual hourly 
rates or standard wage rates. Permitted events that are categorized as 
Commercial or Athletic are charged a standard hourly rate for police services (in 
2016, the rate was $67/hour). Permitted events that are categorized as Citywide 
pay a negotiated rate for police services, and the equivalent hourly rate for police 
services varies by event. Some MOUs for police services specify a standard hourly 
rate for police services, and others specify that actual hourly rates will be charged.  
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6. What percentage of “cost” does your jurisdiction charge for? 

Denver Police 
Department 

By ordinance, the cost of special event police services, including barricades, must 
be paid by the event organizer. The cost recovered includes wages only; it does 
not include benefits, vehicles, or other expenses beyond wages. They recover 
based on actual overtime rates of the officers (if the event is a parade over 15 
blocks), or they invoice on behalf of off-duty officers using the rates listed in #5. 

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

The rates were designed to recover direct personnel costs for an hour of work, 
including the costs of wages, benefits, insurance, and taxes. The goal is full cost 
recovery. Vehicle and equipment costs are factored into the overhead costs. 

In additional to police costs, Portland charges for other services associated with 
the event, such as transportation services, traffic design, staff to put out cones and 
other materials, and car removal costs. 

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

The rates were set to achieve full cost recovery, including wages, benefits, fuel, 
use of vehicles, paid time off, and other costs to the City. 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Under 10B, the intent is to bill for full cost recovery.  

Seattle Police 
Department 

The percentage of cost recovery varies on the police fee calculation method used.  
For permitted events, in 2016 there was about a 27% cost recovery rate of wages 
for Athletic, Commercial, and Citywide events that are charged for police staffing, 
and there is no cost recovery for police staffing for Free Speech, Mixed Free 
Speech, and Community events. Cost recovery for the large Seattle Center 
festivals (Folklife, Bite of Seattle, and Bumbershoot) ranged from 2.5% to 57% of 
wages in 2016. For other events that were billed under an MOU with SPD, charges 
generally recovered the cost of officer wages. Neither of Seattle’s methods of 
billing for police services at special events recover all benefit costs, planning 
hours, or incidental expenses (e.g., food, water, and supplies).   

 

7. If the city charges a specific fee for an event (negotiated or by ordinance, etc.), is the fee adjusted if 
staffing for the event turns out to be larger or smaller than anticipated? 

Denver Police 
Department 

They charge based on actual hours (with a four-hour minimum) and actual 
number of officers who work an event. 

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

Costs billed are based on the actual number of personnel who worked, by rank, 
and the number of hours worked. There is a four-hour minimum. 

After the Planning Sergeants do their after action reports, they send a sheet that 
lists the personnel, ranks, and hours for the event to the Special Events 
Coordinator (in the Bureau of Transportation). The Special Events Coordinator 
invoices for police costs along with the permit fee, transportation services, traffic 
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design, staff to put up materials (e.g., cones), parking removal, and any other 
expenses. The city generally bills 20-30 days after the event. 

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

At the end of each event, the department bills for the actual staffing and hours 
worked.  

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

The staffing level is estimated before the event, but the charges are based on 
actual hours worked, with a four-hour minimum. Many times, officers must work 
longer than originally anticipated, and so the invoice will include the additional 
hours upon agreement of the event planner. They can also reduce the invoiced 
hours, within the four-hour minimum, in case an event ends earlier than 
anticipated. 

Seattle Police 
Department 

This varies based on the calculation method used. Permitted Athletic and 
Commercial events may be refunded if actual police hours were less than what 
was estimated and billed, but permitted events are not billed for actual hours that 
exceed the initial estimates. Event promoters who contract directly with SPD for 
police services pay for the actual hours worked.  

 

8. What types of events get free police services?   

Denver Police 
Department 

Free speech events receive free police services, and parades are considered free 
speech events if they are 15 blocks or less in length. 

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

They do not recover costs for parades, because these are seen as community 
events; and they do not attempt to recover any costs for protests.  

They also do not charge for police services at Rose Festival events. This includes 
three parades, a waterfront festival, and other events produced. Some city events 
that occur on city property (e.g., an annual tree-lighting event) are not charged for 
police services.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

The only events that do not pay for police services are First Amendment events. 
They also generally don’t use overtime for First Amendment events: the 
commander in charge must use on duty resources, and planning is outside of the 
Special Event process. There has been only one time when a non-profit asked for 
an event to be considered First Amendment, but ultimately the Police Department 
determined that it was not a First Amendment event. 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Free speech events are always worked by on-duty resources, with city-paid 
overtime if needed.  

Some events can be staffed with a mix of city-paid and reimbursed hours or all 
city-paid, and the decisions on whether to bill for staffing are made by the District 
Station Event Coordinators and their commanding officers. There are no clear 
criteria for whether to bill. Some events are in a gray area between festival and 
free speech activity, and others are cultural events that occur annually and have a 
history in the city. Fees for these events are negotiated on a case by case basis, 
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and often the decision on whether to bill is based on historic precedent. Another 
factor is whether the promoter charges an admission fee. Event promoters can 
appeal decisions up to the Chief of Police.  

Overall, very few event promoters dispute paying under the 10B program.  

Seattle Police 
Department 

Free Speech, Mixed Free Speech, and Community events are not charged for 
police services. 

 

Staffing 

9. Who in your city or police department determines the level of staffing for special events?  

Denver Police 
Department 

The Denver Police Department’s Special Events Unit is supervised by a sergeant, 
and this unit develops the staffing plans for most straightforward special events, 
parades, and professional sports events. The unit’s commander plans more 
complicated events, protests, and large events (e.g., events that required Canine 
or SWAT officers). Even if the organizer will be paying for off-duty officers, the 
Special Events Unit is involved in planning police staffing for the event.  

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

Staffing for most special events, including moving and stationary events, are 
made by one of two Special Event sergeants in the Traffic Unit. For large protests, 
there will be an Incident Commander and Emergency Command Center personnel 
who will plan the event and handle contingencies. Incident Commanders are 
usually lieutenants and above, although they can be a sergeant.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

The Special Events Unit is supervised by a sergeant, and staff in this unit 
determine the staffing for events. The sergeant approves the staffing levels set by 
officers in the unit; and he asks questions and adjusts the staffing if the level isn’t 
warranted. 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Staffing decisions are made by the District Station Event Coordinator (usually a 
sergeant), under direction and approval from the District Station Commanding 
Officers (usually a captain), for the district that will be handling the event. Based 
on the decisions made by the District Stations, the 10B Program Supervisor writes 
an estimate for the agreed upon staffing.   

Seattle Police 
Department 

Decisions about the number of officers necessary for special events are made by 
the personnel throughout the Department. For large or complicated events, an 
Incident Commander is responsible for the command and operations elements of 
the event, including setting the staffing levels. For smaller, precinct-based events, 
a sergeant or officer may make the staffing decisions. When events require 
officers predominantly from SPD’s Traffic or Harbor Units, a sergeant or 
lieutenant from the affected unit determines the number of staff needed.  
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10. Do you follow a model, guidance, or benchmarks when determining the number of officers needed 
for various special events?  

Denver Police 
Department 

They do not use formulas or a model, because every event is different. Most 
staffing plans are driven by the geography (e.g., route, street closures, number of 
blocks and intersections) and the nature of the event (e.g., attendance, whether 
there will be alcohol). Events must be considered individually, because some 
small events require more staff than those with large attendance.  

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

Portland streets are predominantly laid out in a one-way grid, and so Bureau 
personnel can often calculate the number of officers needed to close the streets 
for a moving event of a particular size. They know that their blocks can hold about 
150-300 people, and so they can often calculate how many officers will be needed 
based on anticipated attendance.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

They have a general “rule” of 1 officer per 1,000 in attendance, if there is no alcohol 
or other risk factors. However, this is just a starting point and each event is 
different. They have one event that is staffed with 34 officers for about 5,000-
6,000 people on a single block, and they need each of these officers. This event 
has a lot of alcohol and music, and its audience is a young demographic, and so 
you can’t just consider event attendance. 

Most events (about 85%) are recurring events that happen every year, and so they 
can base the plans on previous events. If there is no event history, they look at the 
components of the event, such as whether there is alcohol, time and day, 
neighborhood and target audience, type of music, and cost of admission. 

They track feedback about staffing levels in their Special Event Permitting 
System. All City stakeholders (Fire, Police, Waste Water, Transportation, and 
Engineering) have access to this system, and so they all can see the permit 
application and information about the event, including past after action reports. 
After action reports are created right in the system and include feedback on how 
the event went, any incidents, and whether staffing was appropriate. The Special 
Events Unit adds a note to every report that summarizes whether staffing was 
adequate so this information is easy to find when planning future events.  

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Most staffing plans are based on how past similar events were staffed.  

Seattle Police 
Department 

Every event is unique and so they do not use a formula or matrix to plan event 
staffing, except for Traffic officers outside the major professional sports stadiums. 
Staffing for most events is based on an event’s history and varies by the nature of 
the event.  
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11. Is there any independent review or oversight of staffing plans to ensure they are not under- or over-
staffed, or that staffing is cost-effective? 

Denver Police 
Department 

The level of review depends on the type of event. They do a lot of routine events 
(e.g., 5K and 10K races), and there is no oversight or command review of these 
plans. However, the department isn’t paying for staffing many of these events. For 
more complicated or higher risk events, or for events that require staff from 
multiple units, a commander is involved in creating the plan. Staffing plans also 
receive minimal review from the Office of Special Events. After action reports are 
created only for large events or complicated events, such as a dignitary visit. 

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

There is no review of staffing plans before events. The Special Event sergeants 
have been in their roles a long time and have the confidence of command staff. 
There is review of staffing costs after an event, as event costs are clearly identified 
and reviewed as part of the after action report process. After every event, the 
Special Event sergeants get input from all the officers who worked the event and 
puts together the after action report. These are routed to and signed by command 
staff.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

The Special Events Unit writes about 99 percent of event plans without review 
outside of the unit, and the process works well. Plans for large or complicated 
events that require a command van are reviewed by the lieutenant who oversees 
the unit. They do not write Incident Action Plans or Ops Orders, though they may 
write a contingency plan for events that are very large or could be problematic. A 
contingency plan includes information about the event, staffing, major contacts, 
past problems, and event protocols; and these are the events that generally 
required a command van. Otherwise, they create a staffing roster and 
communicate duties to the staff who are scheduled. They send the rosters to the 
sergeant or officer who is in charge of the event. 

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

The event promoters review staffing estimates, and any disagreements can be 
appealed through the chain of command up to the Chief of Police. Additionally, 
there is a City Entertainment Commission that reviews event-related processes. 

Seattle Police 
Department 

Personnel who plan event staffing for precinct events or for the Traffic or Harbor 
Units submit their plans to their supervisors and present proposed staffing levels 
at the weekly SPOC meetings. Plans for larger events are created by SPOC with 
oversight by the Incident Commander and SPOC leadership. 
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12. Does your department do any systematic analysis of staffing hours and costs over time (by type of 
event, size of event, etc.)? 

Denver Police 
Department 

The Denver Police Department’s Special Events Unit keeps track of staff hours 
and number of events over time. They keep spreadsheets by year to see how 
staffing changes, but it is getting more and more difficult to staff events fully, and 
so the data can be difficult to interpret.  

Portland 
Police 
Bureau 

Portland did this back in 2008 and 2009 when full cost recovery was initially 
considered. They haven’t done anything more recently.  

San Diego 
Police 
Department 

The Special Event Unit’s administrative/fiscal assistant creates a quarterly report 
that tracks costs by category of event (sports events, parades, non-profit, etc.). 
The reports also track the difference between what is charged and the total costs 
for the events that get the reduced rates.  

San 
Francisco 
Police 
Department 

Currently, an analyst in the City Entertainment Commission office is reviewing the 
City’s entire event permit process. 

Seattle Police 
Department 

The Office of Economic Development researched event costs in 2015 when 
proposing Ordinance 124860, which revised the City’s special event permit 
process and fee structure.   
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APPENDIX F  

Department Response – Seattle Police Department 
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APPENDIX G  

Department Response – Office of Economic Development (Special 
Events Office) – and Office of City Auditor Response to Department 
Response  
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Office of City Auditor’s Response to the Special Events Office Letter 

 
The following are the Office of City Auditor’s comments in response to some of the Special Events Office’s 
statements in their letter dated October 30, 2017. 
 
Special Events Office Statement 
“By not taking into consideration the City’s race and social justice priorities, the economic benefit of fee 
structures that allow large and small events to take place and thrive equally, or the cultural and 
community benefits, we believe the report at times oversteps its requested mission by recommending 
policy review toward full police cost recovery for permitted special events.” 
 

Office of City Auditor Comment 
Our office considers Race and Social Justice Initiative impacts for every audit, including this one.  
 
The audit does not recommend full cost recovery for police services at permitted special events. In the 
audit’s three recommendations related to cost recovery for permitted special events 
(Recommendations 2, 4, and 5), we recommend that City policy makers review the implementation of 
Ordinance 124860 and ensure that the results are aligned with their intentions. We also do not 
recommend charging Community or Mixed-Free Speech events for police services. We recommend 
(Recommendation 5) that City policy makers consider whether the level of commercial activity at 
some events should affect event category decisions.  

 
Special Events Office Statement 
“The intent of the initial audit and subsequent audits was to allow the Special Events Office, Special 
Events Committee, and SPD opportunity to make deep policy and procedural changes over time.  With the 
report’s findings based on an evolving process, we believe its policy recommendations may not be wholly 
appropriate as they do not relate to or fully take into account the work in progress.” 

 
Office of City Auditor Comment 
This audit recognizes that special events policies and functions are part of an evolving process.  
Ordinance 124860 mandated this audit, and ongoing annual reviews by the City Budget Office to 
monitor and assess that evolving process and the impacts of the new police fees. We commend the 
work that has been undertaken by the Special Events Office, the Special Events Committee, and SPD 
to implement the new policies and procedures.  
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Special Events Office Statement 
“To our knowledge, none of the hundreds of Special Event Committee and Subcommittee meeting minutes 
were reviewed by the Auditor. Also, key SPD and Special Events Office departmental and 
intergovernmental partners (e.g., SDOT, SFD, King County Metro), each of which are instrumental in 
determining event footprint, safety, attendance, and activity, were not interviewed by the Auditor.”   

 
“Representatives of each of the agencies on the Special Events Committee review as a group, and 
individually, all aspects of permitted public event activity.  The City’s resource support, traffic control 
plans, transit rerouting plans, SFD staffing, SPD staffing, and overall activity permissions are based on 
this group and individual agency deep and broad review of all event elements. In particular, the number of 
attendees, and attendee type, are critical to in respect to the Committee’s input provided for SPD’s staffing 
determinations. While SPD has sole authority to assign staffing for each permitted special event, the 
report does not articulate input from all Committee members in respect to attendance and type of 
attendees as a baseline when determining the level of staffing, including SPD staffing, assigned to events.  
Because the report does not include other Committee representative input during this process, we believe 
the report’s policy recommendations are made without full information.” 
 

Office of City Auditor Comment 
We attended two Special Event Committee meetings to observe what transpires at these meetings. 
We found that proposed new events were presented to the group and recurring events were 
discussed, especially any planned changes from the prior year’s event. We also reviewed a small 
number of Special Event Committee and subcommittee meeting minutes. In the ‘Event Planning and 
Staffing’ section of our report, we describe the Special Event Committee’s process of capturing after-
event information about permitted events in its meeting minutes, and Recommendation 9 states that 
SPD should update its policies and procedures to ensure that assessments of event staffing levels 
include feedback from external parties (e.g., event organizers and Special Event Committee members) 
when feasible.  
 
Our focus was on SPD’s processes for determining how many police personnel to assign to special 
events, and our report documents the process that was described to us by SPD officials and supported 
by our review of SPD event planning documents. Our report recognizes the input of the Special Events 
Office at the SPD’s weekly staffing meetings and SPD’s consideration of event details, which the 
Special Events Committee may help determine. We also explain that the planning process for some 
events includes meetings with event promoters and coordination with other City departments. Our 
descriptions of SPD’s processes for creating event staffing plans (as described in the ‘Event Planning 
and Staffing’ section and Appendix D of the report) are based on our interviews of 31 officials from 14 
different SPD units or sections, our observations of SPD’s weekly event staffing meetings, and our 
review of SPD staffing documents related to 68 events from 2015 and 2016.  

 
Special Events Office Statement 
“The “success” of Ordinance 124860 in retaining, and in fact growing, the number of permitted special 
events in Seattle, while increasing fees collected for permitted special events, is not fully taken into 
account within the report.” 
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“Additionally, the report lays out a current three-year trend of SPD overtime and costs becoming lower 
while the number of events is rising, but the report never explores the reasoning for this, or takes this into 
account in respect to its policy recommendations.”   
 
“In not including these fundamental functions of SPD and Special Events Office management of permitted 
special events, we believe the report’s policy recommendations are made without full information.” 
 

Office of City Auditor Comment 
We did not review total special event permit fees revenues.  We did review revenues from the new 
police fee that is charged to some permitted events and we reviewed the costs associated with police 
services for permitted events. The ordinance revisions went into effect in 2016 and our report 
indicates that the number of permitted events with police staffing that could be charged for police 
services (i.e., Athletic, Commercial, Citywide) increased by 8% from 2015 and SPD’s wages for hours 
worked for these events increased by 5.3%. Total police fees charged for permitted events in 2016 
were $629,505, which we could not compare to 2015 or prior years’ because the separate police fee 
did not exist prior to 2016.  
 
We do not make policy recommendations in this audit, but we recommend that City policy makers look 
at the implementation of Ordinance 124860 and ensure that the results are aligned with their 
intentions. We follow Generally Accepted Government Audit Standards (GAGAS) for all our audit 
work. Our findings for this audit are supported by sufficient and appropriate evidence, as required by 
the GAGAS standard for audit evidence. 
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APPENDIX H 

Seattle Office of City Auditor Mission, Background, and Quality 
Assurance 

Our Mission:  

To help the City of Seattle achieve honest, efficient management and full accountability throughout City 
government. We serve the public interest by providing the City Council, Mayor and City department heads 
with accurate information, unbiased analysis, and objective recommendations on how best to use public 
resources in support of the well-being of Seattle residents. 

Background:  

Seattle voters established our office by a 1991 amendment to the City Charter. The office is an independent 
department within the legislative branch of City government. The City Auditor reports to the City Council, 
and has a four-year term to ensure her/his independence in deciding what work the office should perform 
and reporting the results of this work. The Office of City Auditor conducts performance audits and non-
audit projects covering City of Seattle programs, departments, grantees, and contracts. The City Auditor’s 
goal is to ensure that the City of Seattle is run as effectively, efficiently, and equitably as possible in 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations. 

How We Ensure Quality: 

The office’s work is performed in accordance with the Government Auditing Standards issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States. These standards provide guidelines for audit planning, 
fieldwork, quality control systems, staff training, and reporting of results. In addition, the standards 
require that external auditors periodically review our office’s policies, procedures, and activities to ensure 
that we adhere to these professional standards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seattle Office of City Auditor 
700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2410 

Seattle WA 98124-4729 
Ph: 206-233-3801 

www.seattle.gov/cityauditor 
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